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Chapter 11.     Stellar Energy, Stellar and Planetary Interiors, the Lunar Induced Tide 
 
1.        Stellar Energy  
 
It is hypothesized that the fundamental source of energy governing the interior  
dynamics of the stars and planets and the source of a star’s radiated power, is the 
gravitational field (R). From 3.8:  

  

11.1 (R)=
 

 , R Ro  

 

          (R)= ,   R Ro 
 
R is the distance from the center of mass of the star or planet, Ro is the radius, M is 
the mass, G is the gravitational constant and  3<p 0.  If advection is important, R 
and Ro will be replaced by h and ho (See postulate 3.1).    

The total gravitational potential energy V(Ro) is given by V(Ro)= .  

With (R) given by 3.4 and (R) given by 11.1, V(Ro) becomes: 
 

11.2 V(Ro)= 2 ( ), 2.5<p 0 

              V(Ro)= ,      3<p 2.5   
 
 
See chapter 10, sec. 2.   
Restricting attention to the sun for the moment: The mass of the sun Ms is 

Ms=2 1033gm and the optical radius of the sun Ropt is Ropt=7 1010cm.  In order to  
keep the sun at optical radius Ropt, it is necessary that the sun have an atmosphere.   

From pictures of the sun in the optical, the height of the atmosphere is  0.1Ropt=7 109cm 

and the true radius of the sun is Ro=7.7 1010cm.      
The sun’s surface is mottled with alternating dark and light areas in the optical called  
the chromospheric network. The chromospheric region Ropt=7 105km < R Ro=7.7 105km 
is here called the sun’s atmosphere.  The atmosphere is hypothesized to be 
composed of H atoms ejected from Ropt and moving in vertical columns upwards in 

free fall in the +  direction to the top of their trajectory under the influence of the 
sun’s gravity and then downwards in vertical columns in free fall in the  direction.   
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While in free fall the atoms are not in contact with one another until in contact with 
the atoms at Ropt.  The speed of an H atom at the top of its trajectory is =0. 
See sec. 4, fig. 11.1A.   
 
In order to model the atmosphere of the sun, we consider a two dynamical system.   
In the atmosphere of the sun as above, Ropt(0)<RRo(0)=7.7 105km, the atoms are 
hypothesized to be in free fall and in time dependent thermodynamical equilibrium  

with one another Using  =0 with (Ro(t))= ,
 
yields +(R,t)= . 

The atoms in the atmosphere do not collide with one another and therefore in and of 
themselves do not create photons until in contact with atoms at Ropt.   
 
The sun loses energy to the external world at the optical surface and the atoms in the  
main body of the sun, 0RRopt(0)=7 105km, are strictly speaking not in thermodynamical 

equilibrium with one another, +(R,t) const.  However, in order to calculate  

 
consider t and some time o such that 0to where << :

 
 is the energy radiated by the sun per second and 2+1 is the photon 

radiating life time of the sun; for such a t, +(R,t)   which enables 

one to calculate .  
For future reference:  
 

 11.3        (Ro(0))= = 1.7 105( )2 

                    +(Ro(0))= 1.7 105 ( )2 

                 =580{ 1} ( )   

 
With 3-place accuracy, a table of values of  as a function of p, is given in 
table 11.0.   
                                                                 Table 11.0 

p  ( ) 
0 164 
1 174 
2 178 

2.5+
 

183 
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The experimentally determined mean solar power density as measured at the top of 
the earth’s atmosphere is =1.4 106  and the total energy/sec emitted by 

the sun ES is ES=4  where Res is the distance from the center of  

the sun to the top of the  earth’s atmosphere.  Using Res=1.5 1013cm, ES becomes 

ES=3.8 1033 =1.2 1041  with ES=  where, 

ET  =T(Ro,t)+V(Ro,t).  The time 

generalizations of 11.1 and 11.2 are:   
 

11.4    (R,t)=  , R Ro(t)  

          (R,t)= ,   R Ro(t) 

            (R,t)=  , R Ro(t) 

          V(Ro,t)= 2 ( ), 2.5<p 0 

          V(Ro,t)= ,      3<p 2.5  MS(t) 
 
Let mS represent the mass lost by the sun per sec as solid mass photons.  Assuming 

the photons travel with speed co=3 1010 
 and given  mS(co)2=ES, then  

mS=2 ES(co)-2=0.84 1013 =2.7 1020 =3.0 1014 .  With =1.35 10-13t(yrs), 

in 1010yrs., the sun will lose 1.35 10-3 of its mass.  
 
Assuming that all of the energy emitted by the sun in one year comes from the 
gravitational field of the sun, how much (Ro) does the sun’s radius contract in time  
t ?  Let KET represent the total kinetic energy of the sun.  With  

ES= = ( KET+V)= KET G = KET G{ Ro(t)+2 MS(t)}, 

and assuming | Ro(t)|<<|2 MS(t)|, ES becomes: 

 

= = = .  Solving for Ro yields: 
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Ro 2.9 10-49 Ro()
 
and with ES KET = V<0  ES+ KET>0 

During the contraction of a H gas cloud to form a star, at first the mean free path  is 
>>2ro, the cloud is not self supporting and KET>0.  Later on as  decreases and 

approaches 2ro from above, the star begins to emit small mass photons and  

becomes <0 until when <2ro, see fig. 4.4.  Each atom becomes trapped in 

a box of volume (2ro+ )3 and the gas becomes self supporting, however as the star 

loses energy in the creation of small mass photons KET becomes KET<0.   

With ES= ( KET+V) and assuming KET= ES= V, Ro becomes: 

= 2.9 10-49 ( ES) = 5.5 10-16 ,  in sec.  

Let p= 2.5+, 0< 2.5 and  becomes:
 

= 3.5 10-9( ) , in yrs.  

Also,  

V V() V(0) (0)G ( )=3.5 1048 =1.75 1048  

 
For future use:  
 

11.4A   
 

= 3.5 10-9( ) ,  in yrs., 0< 2.5 

             = (3.5 10-9  +2)-1>0 

               (R,t)=   

              V=1.75 1048  

              KET+V= ES = 1.2 1041 ,  in yrs, ES( )  
 

For example, if the sun’s radius decreases by  in 1010yrs., then = ( 35+2)-1=0.03 
  
By direct computation, 0.9 of the mass of the sun Ms is contained within a sphere of 

radius r.9Ms where: 0.9Ms=Ms
.( )p+3=Ms

.( ) 0.5+ and r.9Ms
=[(0.9) ].Ro .   

A table of values of r.9Ms
 is given in tables 11.1, 11.1A, 11.1B, 11.1C 

Also by direct computation, KET=18.7V and KET+V =19.7V 
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An evaluation of eqn’s 11.4A for =10 is given in table 11.1    

 
                                                                    TABLE 11.1 

 
 

 (yrs) V(erg) KET(erg) r.9Ms 

2.5+ 10 9 6.2 109 3.8 1049 7.1 1050 0.97Ro 
2 10 9 6.4 109 3.9 1049 7.3 1050 0.96Ro 
1 10 9 7.7 109 4.7 1049 8.8 1050 0.93Ro 

10-1 10 9 3.1 1010 1.9 1050 3.5 1051 0.84Ro 

10-2 10 9 2.6 1011 1.6 1051 3.0 1052 0.81Ro 

10-4 10 9 2.6 1013 1.6 1053 3.0 1054 0.81Ro 
 

An evaluation of eqn’s 11.4A for =2 is given in table 11.1A 
 
                                                                TABLE 11.1A 

   (yrs) V(erg) KET(erg) r.9Ms 

2.5+ 2 1 6.9 108 4.2 1048 7.9 1049 0.97Ro 
2 2 1 7.2 108 4.4 1048 8.2 1049 0.96Ro 
1 2 1 8.6 108 5.3 1048 9.9 1049 0.93Ro 

10-1 2 1 3.4 109 2.1 1049 3.9 1050 0.84Ro 

10-2 2 1 2.9 1010 1.8 1050 3.4 1051 0.81Ro 

10-4 2 1 2.9 1012 1.8 1052 3.4 1053 0.81Ro 
 
 

An evaluation of 11.4A for =1.1 is given in table 11.1B      
                                                                                                                                       
                                                                TABLE 11.1B 

   (yrs) V(erg) KET(erg) r.9Ms 

2.5+ 1.1 0.1 6.9 107 4.2 1047 7.9 1048 0.97Ro 
2 1.1 0.1 7.2 107 4.4 1047 8.2 1048 0.96Ro 
1 1.1 0.1 8.6 107 5.3 1047 9.9 1048 0.93Ro 

10-1 1.1 0.1 3.4 108 2.1 1048 3.9 1049 0.84Ro 

10-2 1.1 0.1 2.9 109 1.8 1049 3.4 1050 0.81Ro 

10-4 1.1 0.1 2.9 1011 1.8 1051 3.4 1052 0.81Ro 
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An evaluation of 11.4A for =1.01 is given in table 11.1C 
 
                                                                TABLE 11.1C 

   (yrs) V(erg) KET(erg) r.9Ms 

2.5+ 1.01  0.01 6.9 106 4.2 1046 7.9 1047 0.97Ro 
2 1.01  0.01 7.2 106 4.4 1046 8.2 1047 0.96Ro 
1 1.01  0.01 8.6 106 5.3 1046 9.9 1047 0.93Ro 

10-1 1.01  0.01 3.4 107 2.1 1047 3.9 1048 0.84Ro 

10-2 1.01  0.01 2.9 108 1.8 1048 3.4 1049 0.81Ro 

10-4 1.01  0.01 2.9 1010 1.8 1050 3.4 1051 0.81Ro 
 
It is conceivable that super novae consists of stars with =1+, 0<<<1 and with  

1<2.5. 
 
 
2.  Temperature, Density and Pressure of the Sun as a Function of R  
 
In the following, all relevant quantities are evaluated at t=0.   

Using 11.1 and <<{2|(Ro)|} , the temperature of the atoms of the sun TAt(R) 

for Rcr R Ro is, KTm(R)= m =m( ){  1} with  

Tm(R)= = ( ){  1}.  Rcr is defined below. 

Evaluating Tm(R) at R=Ro, yields: Tm(Ro)=0 (The zero value is explained in sec. 3 and 

4 below).  In order to derive the longevity of the sun, only <<1, i.e. p= 2.5+ 

represents physical reality. Evaluating Tm(R) at R=Ropt for Hydrogen using 

p= 2.5+yields: TH(Ropt)=1.4 107{10-1}=1.4 106 oK.   
 
As discussed in sec. 3 and 4, the photon temperature Tph(Ropt) of the x-ray photons 

created at Ropt is Tph(Ropt)= TH(Ropt)=0.7 106 oK.  The photon temperature at the  

sun’s surface Tph(Ro) is discussed in sec. 3 and 4, however 6 103 <Tph(Ro)< 0.7 106 oK.   
 

The density of the sun (R) is: (R)= . Compiling results for p= 2.5+ where 

TH(R) and Tph(R) are respectively the temperature of H atoms and photons. 
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11.5    TH(R)=2.8 107{( )  1}oK for  RcrR Ro,  Rcr defined below, p= 2.5+ 

            Tph(Ropt)= TH(Ropt)=0.7 106 oK, for H solar atmosphere and p= 2.5+ 

             (R)=0.18( )
2.5+

( ). 
 
A table of values for TH(R) and (R) is given in table 11.1D.  
 
                                                                  TABLE 11.1D:   
                                           Ro=7.7 105km and Ropt=7 105km at t=0,  
                                                       See Table 11.1E for Rcr 
 

p R T(R)oK (R) ( ) 

2.5+
 Ro 0 0.18 

2.5+
 Ropt 1.4 106 0.23 

2.5+
 Rcr 2.8 106 0.29 

2.5+
 

0   
 
At the sun’s surface

 
TH(Ro)=0oK.  However the photon temperature is Tph(Ro)0 as 

small mass photons with kinetic energy KT=90ev (See sec. 3 and 4) emitted at Ropt  

with Tph(Ropt)=0.7 106 oK , cause Tph(Ro) to be effectively 6 103<Tph(Ro)<0.7 106 oK. 
 
Solving  11.5 for 

 
yields: 

11.6      ={3.6 10-8TH(R) +1}-2, t=0, Rcr RRo(0) 

 
With H=1.0 1030erg ,

 
Hydrogen has a binding energy of 360ev with a temperature 

equivalence of 2.8 106 oK.  Table 11.1E lists computed values of 11.6 for T=2.8 106 oK, 
Assuming that Hydrogen maintains its’ radius and binding energy at the pressures 
found in the sun, then hydrogen does not exist within or on a sphere of critical radius 
Rcr (Table 11.1E) as T 2.8 106 oK within that sphere.   
   
                                                        TABLE 11.1E 

T oK p 
 

Rcr(Km) 

2.8 106 2.5 0.826 6.36 105 
2.8 106 3.0+ 0.833 6.41 105 
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Note that =2( ){  1} is independent of m the mass of a 
solar atom (The Pizza experiment).  So that if the sun contains 2 or more species of 

atoms, Tm(R)= = ( ){  1} must be modified to  
 

11.6a  T(R)= ( )(n1(R)m1+…+nf(R)mf)( ){  1}  
 
where there are f different atomic masses at R and ni(R) is the number density at R of 

mi, i=1 to f  and nT(R)= ni(R)=total number of atoms at R per cm3.   

Note that 11.5 represents the minimum solar temperature at R.  
 
Using 3.19, the pressure  due to atoms colliding with atoms subject to (R) is: 

 
.   

By direct computation using 3.4, 3.8 and 3.19,   becomes: 
 

11.6b    =
-2.5

= 3.3 1013[1 ( )
-3]( ) 

 
A Table of values of 11.6b is given in table 11.1F below.  The pressure due to photons is neglected.  
 
Using 11.6b, it can be shown by direct computation that  (R)  and 
therefore assuming that 11.6b is physically correct, then the material of the sun does 
not obey the ideal gas law.   
  
 
                                                      TABLE 11.1F   
 

p 
  ( )

 
-2.5+ 1 0 

-2.5+ Ropt 1.1 1013 
-2.5+ 0.5Ro 2.3 1014 
-2.5+ 0.1Ro 3.3 1016 
-2.5+ .01Ro 3.3 1019 
-2.5+ 0  
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Also, using 4.6, if Ro(R) is chosen correctly, then =  

and assuming Ro(R) is experimentally correct, then the material of the sun obeys the 

law =
 
for a closely packed gas Ro(R)<<ro(R).   

 
Note that the Stefan-Boltzmann law for the power radiated by a black body at temperature 
T is experimentally physically false for any known liquid, solid or gas for T 103 oK .   
 
 
3.   The Solar Atmosphere and Corona 
 
It is hypothesized that:  
A.  The solar corona consists of atoms in gravitational orbit about the sun, with orbital 

speed V(R)or where: V(R)or= , Ro  R, V(Ro)or=410  and V(2Ro)or=290  

with V(R)or=410 ( )    and where the solar corona revolves around the sun in 
the same direction as the sun rotates about its axis.  See figure 11.1 
B.  The volume between the sun’s optical surface and the spherical surface at which 

=0 , has height, Ro Ropt =7 104km. This volume as in sec. 1, is given the name 
the sun’s atmosphere and is also called the chromospheric network.  The network is 
hypothesized to be composed of H atoms ejected from Ropt and moving in slender vertical 

columns upwards in the +  direction to the top of their trajectory under the influence of 
the sun’s gravity and then downwards in slender vetical columns in the  direction until 
in contact with Ropt.  The speed of an H atom at the top of its trajectory is =0.   

C.  By direct computation using p= 2.5+, an H atom starting at the optical sun’s surface 
(Ropt(0) =7.0 105km), with speed =183  in the +  direction, will rise to the 

sun’s surface Ro=7.7 105km, and fall back to Ropt.  See, Table 11.0  

D.  The temperature equivalence of 183  for an H atom for p= 2.5+ is, TH(Ropt(0))=1.4 106 oK.  

At the sun’s surface
 H=0 , and TH(Ro)=0oK.  However the photon temperature is 

Tph(Ro)0 as small mass photons with kinetic energy KT=90ev (See sec. 4) emitted at  

Ropt(0) with Tph(Ropt(0))=0.7 106 oK , cause Tph(Ro) to be effectively 6 103<Tph(Ro)<0.7 106 oK.   

In order that =0  at the sun’s surface, the small mass photons must go through the 

atoms of the solar atmosphere and solar corona with energy loss Eph<<90ev per atom and 
this is possible for small enough photon radius rph.  See sec.4 below and chap.6, sec. 7.   
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E.  As =0  at the sun’s surface, the pressure due to the atoms of the solar 

atmosphere at the sun’s surface is 0 .  The small mass photons make no 
contribution to the pressure at the sun’s surface as they do not reflect and are not 
adsorbed by the atoms of the solar atmosphere and solar corona.   
 
F.  For solar ejections at distance R>Ro from the center of the sun with velocities  

parallel to the sun’s spherical surface and with speed V(R)or=410 ( )   , the 
atoms of such ejections will go into orbit about the sun and form the solar corona. 
G.  A schematic cross section of the particle paths in the solar corona is drawn in 
figure 11.1.  The direction of the sun’s rotation is indicated by the arrow and the 
direction of the atoms in the corona is indicated by the crosses and dots.   
 

                          
 
  
H.  The model predicts that: The radiation emitted by the corona to the right of the 
sun in fig 11.1 will be red shifted and the radiation emitted by the corona to the left 
of the sun in fig. 11.1 will be blue shifted. 
I.   The volume of the corona VC is modeled as follows.  VC={(2Ro)2 (Ro)2}H= 

{3(Ro)2}(Ro)= {3(Ro)3}=4.3 1033cm3. The density of the corona C is:  

C= =
 

 where C is the mean free path of H in the corona.  The 

ratio of the mass of the corona MC to the mass of the sun is:  =  =
 

with 0< <4.0   

It is interesting to speculate on the effects of MC on the angle  of the tilt axis of the 
earth with respect to the rotational plane of the sun and the effects of  on the 
earth’s weather. 
 
 
4.   Generation of optical and x-ray radiation for p= 2.5+ 
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With a calculated H atom temperature of 1.4 106 oK at the optical surface Ropt, the 
photons created by the sun are hypothesized to be small mass x-ray photons created 
at the sun’s optical surface Ropt=7 105km.  In the sun’s interior due to close 
packing, the percussive and shear waves generated on the surface of each atom by 
atomic collision do not reconverge at a point on the atomic surface, and 
consequently no photons are created in the sun’s interior.  See chapter 6, section 5.   
With TH(Ropt)=1.4 106 oK, the average translational kinetic energy of an atom at 

R=Ropt is KEat=180ev=2.9 10-10erg.  Consider the atoms at R=Ropt in contact with 

those atoms descending in slender vertical columns from R=Ro in the  direction. 

Those atoms with velocities at R=Ropt in the +  direction that strike atoms with 

velocities at R=Ropt in the  direction, create 2 photons, one traveling in the +  

direction and one traveling in the  direction.  On collision between 2 atoms each 
with KEH=180ev, if the total translational kinetic energy is converted to photon 
energy, then each atom emits an x-ray photon with total average energy 
(Rph)T=180ev (Rph)ke+|(Rph)be|, where (Rph)ke is the translational kinetic 

energy of the photon and |(Rph)be| is the absolute value of the binding energy of  

the photon.  See chap.10, sec.4   Assuming (Rph)ke=|(Rph)be|, then 

(Ropt)ke=|(Ropt)be|=90ev=1.45 10-10erg.  See figure 11.2  
 
If the speed of the x-ray photons is co=3.0 105

 , then the computed mass mx of 

the x-ray photons is mx=3.2 10-31gm and using  =1.45 10-10erg, the radius of 

the x-ray photon rx is rx=6.9 10-22cm 

The sun’s atmosphere exists from 7.0 105km to 7.7 105km and the sun’s corona 
exists from ~7.7 105km to ~1.54 106km.  The x-ray photons created at the sun’s 
optical surface punch their way through the atoms of the sun’s atmosphere and 
corona losing sufficient energy so that over 97% of the sun’s emission is in the 
optical and ultra violet as measured directly above the earth’s atmosphere.     
Let (Re)ke represent the average translational K.E. of the photons in the optical 
created by the sun as measured directly above the earth’s atmosphere at distance 
Re as measured from the center of the earth.   

Assuming the photons with (Re)ke have a temperature equivalence of 6 103 oK, 

then (Re)ke =0.78ev and assuming that the x-ray photon loses no mass and 
maintains its photon radius on its flight from the sun’s optical surface through the 
sun’s atmosphere and corona to the earth then, the x-ray photon loses 
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90 0.78 89.2ev on passing through the sun’s atmosphere and corona and 
maintains 90ev as its binding energy. 
Two adsorption models, (A and B), for the solar atmosphere and corona are given below. 
 
Model A.        
 
Let  ke,ph represent the average energy lost by a photon as it strikes, penetrates and exits 
an atom, as averaged over all atoms penetrated by a photon as it travels through the 
sun’s atmosphere and corona from Ropt=7.0 105Km to Rcor=1.54 106Km.  It is assumed that: 
1. The energy loss ke,ph is due to punching out a cylindrical mass of the H atom, (See 
chapter 6, section 7), and goes to increasing the internal energy C1<0 of the atoms 
penetrated and increasing or decreasing the translational kinetic energy of the atoms 
penetrated, including increasing the internal energy and increasing or decreasing the 
translational kinetic energy of the ejected cylindrical mass. 
2. After No photon penetrations for some No, No|ke,ph|=|C1|.  The internal 
energy of the H atom becomes, Ti+Vi+No|ke|=Tf+Vf =C1+|C1|=0 and the atom 
comes apart.  The atomic shards are either adsorbed by H atoms or are compressed 
by collisions and become new photons. 
Traversing 8.4 105km through the sun’s atmosphere and corona, a photon will strike  

and penetrate NH H atoms, and will lose 89ev in that distance where NH =  

and where mfp is the mean free path of the atoms, averaged over the atoms in the 
sun’s atmosphere and in the sun’s corona.  For future reference: 
 

11.7   NH =    

 

              ke= = 1.1 10-9(mfp+10-8) ev 

 
Values of NH and ke are tabulated in table 11.2 .

 
                                                          
                                                        TABLE 11.2 

mfp(cm) NH(atoms) ke(ev) mfp(cm) NH(atoms) ke(ev) 
0 8.4 1018 1.1 10-17 10-2 8.4 1012 1.1 10-11 

10-10 8.3 1018 1.1 10-17 1 8.4 1010 1.1 10-9 

10-8 4.2 1018 2.2 10-17 102 8.4 108 1.1 10-7 

10-6 8.3 1016 1.1 10-15 105 8.4 105 1.1 10-4 
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Given that p= 2.5+for the sun, the density of the sun at Ropt is: (Ropt)=0.23   

and the number of H atoms per cm3 at Ropt, n(Ropt)H is: n(Ropt)H= =1.3 1023( ). 

Also, (2ro+R)3= =7.7 10-24cm3 and (2ro+R)2 at Ropt, is (2ro+R)2=3.9 10-16cm2 

and (2ro+R)1 at Ropt, is (2ro+R)1=2.0 10-8cm where ro=0.51 10-8cm is the radius of 

the H atom and R=1.0 10-8cm. is the mean free path of H at Ropt.   
 

Within an area (2ro+R) 2 parallel to the sun’s optical surface at Ropt there are  

ncol(Ropt)H  between falling H atoms and H atoms of the sun’s optical 

surface.  Using Ux=( ) , where ncol(Ropt)H= =( ) ( ) and using table 

11.0, ncol(Ropt)H=5.3 1014  in area (2ro+R)2.    

Consider the special case of area (2ro+R)2cm2 parallel to the sun’s optical surface at 
Ropt and on the line between the center of the sun and the center of the earth. 

Ignoring scattering, if nph photons per second per (2ro+R)2cm2 produced at Ropt 
reach Re,s at the top of earth’s atmosphere, (where Re,s distance from the center of 
the sun to the center of the earth), with kinetic energy 0.78ev as measured at the top 
of earth’s atmosphere, then by direct computation using Re,s, and , nph becomes, 

nph=2.1 107 photons per second per (2ro+R)2cm2 produced at Ropt
 . 

There are 
 
collisions on (2ro+R)2cm2 at Ropt to produce 1 photon traveling 

in the +R direction where =2.5 107. 
 
                                                      FIGURE 11.2 
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The time tff for an H atom to free fall from Ro to Ropt is, Ro Ropt=7 109cm=  

where = =2.4 104  and tff becomes: tff=760sec=12.7min. 

 
We will now compute mfp for the sun’s atmosphere+corona for p= 2.5+.  By direct computation 

the average density of the sun’s atmosphere is, =0.2 =0.2(1.1)=0.22( ) 

and the effective volume of 1 H atom is (2ro+atm)3=mH(0.22)-1=7.7 10-24cm3 with mean 

free path in the sun’s atmosphere atm=1.0 10-8cm.  From sec.4 and assuming   =10-3: 

10-3=
 
with mean free path in the sun’s corona c=1.5 10-7cm.  mfp becomes:  

mfp=( )(Ncc+Natmatm)=( )(7.2+0.35) 1010=0.91 10-7cm.  An x-ray 

photon created at the sun’s optical surface goes through 8.3 1017 H atoms and using 11.7, 

ke= 1.1 10-16ev.  See table 11.2 

If 1 H atom were constantly being struck by x-ray photons at nph=2.1 107 photons 
per second, and assuming that all of |ke| is used to increase the internal energy  

of the H atom, it would take (360)( 1.1 10-16)
-1

(2.1 107)
-1

=1.6 1011sec=5.0 103yrs 
to decompose 1 H atom.   
The maximum mass mcyl of the cylinder expelled by a x-ray photon on penetrating 

and exiting a constant density H atom is: mcyl=mH  
where VH=0.53 10-24cm3 and 

Vcyl= L=(4.8 10-43)(10-8)=1.5 10-50cm3.    becomes: =3.5 1025.  

Assuming that all of |ke| is used to expel the mcyl’s of the H atom, the minimum 

number of collisions to destroy the H atom by x-ray photons is 3.5 1025.   

At a collision rate of nph=1.9 107 photons per second, it takes (3.5 1025)(2.1 107)
-1

= 

1.7 1018sec=5.4 1010yrs to destroy an H atom by this method as opposed to 5.0 103yrs 
to destroy an H atom by the previous method of increasing the internal energy of the H 
atom by collision with x-ray photons. 
From table 11.1F for p= 2.5+, the downward pressure at Ropt in the light producing, H 

atom descending area is (Ropt)= 1.1 1013  and the upward pressure at 

Ropt in the dark, H atom ascending area is (Ropt) =1.1 1013  .   
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Model B 
 
 
Assuming the energy lost by an x-ray photon as it passes through the solar 
atmosphere and corona is proportional to the photon energy incident on a given 
atom, then (z)ke=(0)ke exp( ) where the position R of a photon w.r.t. the center  

of the sun is 7.0 105 R  1.54 106 km with normalized position 0  z  8.4 105 km. 
As the x-ray photons penetrate the H atoms of the solar atmosphere and corona, they lose 
89.2ev increasing the internal and translational energy of the atmospheric and 
coronal atoms through which they pass where d(z)ke= dz and 

(z)ke=90 exp( ) and at=  where at is the e folding distance of a photon  

in the solar atmosphere.  Evaluating at with z=8.4 105 km and (8.4 105)ke =0.78ev, 

yields: at=1.8 105km.  
 

11.8    (z)ke=90 exp( 5.6 10-6 z), at=1.8 105km,  0  z  8.4 105km    
 

Using  (z)ke z= 5.0 10-4 exp( 5.6 10-6 z) z and the mean free path  

mfp of the atoms in the atmosphere, compute the energy lost by an incident 
 
x-ray photon per penetrating collision as a function of z.  With z=mfp+2ro and if the 

atmosphere consists of H atoms, then z=(mfp+1.0 10-8)cm= (mfp+1.0 10-8) 10-5km, 
 
                                         TABLE 11.2A 
z(km) mfp(cm) (z)ke(ev) z(km) mfp(cm) (z)ke(ev) 
0 0 

5.0 10-17 
0 

10-8 1.0 10-16 
7.0 104 0 

3.4 10-17 7.0 104 10-8 6.8 10-17 

4.2 105 0 
4.8 10-18 4.2 105 10-8 9.5 10-18 

8.4 105 0 
4.5 10-19 8.4 105 10-8 9.0 10-19 

0 1 
5.0 10-9 

0 105 5.0 10-4 
7.0 104 1 

3.4 10-9 7.0 104 105 3.4 10-4 

4.2 105 1 
4.8 10-10 4.2 105 105 4.8 10-5 

8.4 105 1 
4.5 10-11 8.4 105 105 4.5 10-6 
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The energy loss per atom (z)ke becomes:  
 

11.9   (z)ke= 5.0 10-9 (mfp+1.0 10-8) exp( 5.6 10-6 z) ev per atom with mfp 
in cm and z in km.  A table of values of (z)ke is given in table 11.2A 
 
 
5.   Cause of Solar Eruptions  
  
The fact that the number of solar eruptions per unit time reaches a maximum 
approximately every 11 years and that Jupiter and Saturn are either in conjunction or 
opposition approximately every 11 years at the same time as the solar eruptions 
maximum, leads us to investigate the possibility that solar eruptions are a Newtonian 
gravitational phenomena.  Assuming the sun is the only object in the universe and 

using 11.4 and
 
mH 1.7 10-24gm and Ro=7.7 1010cm:

  

11.10       [ + (R)] = +(Ro)= 2.9 10-9erg= 1.8 103ev 
 
From 11.1, the potential energy and the force acting on a H atom at R with in the 
sun, , is: 

11.11  (R)=
  

= 2.9 10-9 (erg), R Ro 

            = (R)= = 3.8 10-20

 
(dy),  

  

         +(R)= 2.9 10-9 = 2.9 10-9erg , 3<p 0 

 

Notice that for p< 1, | |__>.   

 
The mass of Jupiter is MJ=1.9 1030gm and the mass of Saturn is MSa=5.7 1029gm.  
The average center-to-center distance from the sun to Jupiter is RJ=5.20 AU and the  

average center-to-center distance from the sun to Saturn is RSa=9.55 AU with AU=1.50 108Km. 

The distance of an H atom RH,S from the center of the sun is 0 RH,S  5.14 10-3AU.  
Considering H to be on the x-axis extending through the center of the sun, Jupiter and 
Saturn, with origin at the center of the sun, the position of H is RH,S  .  Figure 11.3.  

The distance from the center of Jupiter to RH,S  is RJ(1 ) and the distance from 
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the center of Saturn to RH,S  at conjunction is: Rsa(1 ) and at opposition is, 

Rsa(1  ). 

                                                         FIGURE 11.3 

     
Ignoring the force of all planets except Jupiter and Saturn, the total force FT  on a H 
atom at RH,S  when Jupiter and Saturn are in conjunction is: 

T= fH,S   fH,C  +fH,J  +fH,Sa  fH,cm   fH,ro .  The negative sign in front 
of  fH,cm  results from the fact that in conjunction RH,S<| cm|.  
And when in opposition: 

T= fH,S   fH,C  +fH,J  fH,Sa +(sgn)fH,cm  fH,ro .   
The upper sign is used when H is at RH,S  and the lower sign is used when H is at 

RH,S .  fH,S , fH,J and fH,Sa are respectively the absolute magnitude of the force on H 
due to the gravitational field of the sun, Jupiter and Saturn.  fH,C is the time averaged 
absolute value of the contact force in the  direction on the atom at RH,S , due to 
collisions with its immediate neighbor toward the center of the sun.  fH,cm  is the 
absolute value of the centripetal force on H due to the revolution of the sun about the  
common center of mass of the sun, Jupiter and Saturn and (sgn) is the sign of fH,cm as 
determined by the relative position of H w.r.t. the cm as determined below.  fH,ro is 
the absolute value of the centripetal force on H due to the rotation of the sun about 
its center of mass. 
By direct computation using the mass of the sun, 2.0 1033gm, results in the position 
of the center of mass of the sun, Jupiter, Saturn system at conjunction as, 

cm=1.5(1 1.2 10-3)Ro  and at opposition is, cm=.45(1 6.5 10-4)Ro .  cm is not 
at the center of the sun and as the center of the sun is accelerating w.r.t. cm ,  
the center of the sun is not at rest in an inertial frame.  Note that RH,S , xcm, RJ, and 
RSa are lengths and can be measured and are equal respectively, whether measured 
from an arbitrary inertial or a non-inertial coordinate frame.  
fH,S

 ,fH,J and fH,Sa are functions of position, and not velocity or acceleration, the 
numerical value of these forces can be COMPUTED from Newton’s Gravitational Law 
using distance measurements made from an arbitrary inertial frame S or a non-
inertial ~S coordinate frame.   
fH,cm and fH,ro are velocity dependent forces.  The numerical value of fH,cm and fH,ro 
may be COMPUTED from the formula for centrifugal force using velocity 
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measurements made from an arbitrary inertial frame S or a non-inertial ~S 
coordinate frame provided the transformation formula between an inertial frame at 
rest w.r.t. the cm, fig. 11.3, and the arbitrary inertial frame S or non-inertial ~S 
coordinate frame has been experimentally determined.   
Given the p value of the density of the sun, (See 3.4), the numerical value of fH,C may 
be COMPUTED using 3.19.  FT is the sum of the above named forces.                        
The numerical values of fH,S

 ,fH,J, fH,Sa ,fH,cm , fH,ro and fH,C  cannot be directly 
determined experimentally as the formulae for each of these forces assumes that 
only it is operative.    
FT must be experimentally determined from an inertial frame at rest with respect to 
the center of mass cm, fig. 11.3, baring the creation of an experiment that allows one 
to experimentally determine FT from an arbitrary inertial frame S or none inertial ~S 
coordinate frame. 
Remembering that the upper sign is used when H is at RH,S  and the negative sign is  
used when H is at RH,S , it can be verified by direct computation that at conjunction: 
 

11.12A       H,S= ( )[2.2 104 ( )
p+1

] ,  0 RH,S  Ro=7.7 1010cm 

              H,J=2.1 10-5(1 2 ) ,  RJ=7.8 1013cm 

              H,Sa=1.9 10-6(1 2 ) ,  RSa=1.4 1014cm 

          H,cm= 2.3 10-5(1 ) ,  cm=1.5(1 1.2 10-3)Ro  

        H,ro= 0.69 ( )  

Computing H,cm: =MsXcm
2=( + )MsMsao and 2= with 

ao=( + ) =2.1 10-5+0.19 10-5=2.3 10-5. H,cm becomes: 

H,cm= Xcm(1 ) 2 = 2.3 10-5(1 ) = 2.3 10-5(1 0.67 ) , QED. 

H,ro is computed using a solid body solar rotation rate of 3 10-6 .   
At opposition: 
 

11.12B         H,S = ( )[2.2 104 ( )
p+1

]  

                      H,J =2.1 10-5(1 2 )  

                      H,Sa= 1.9 10-6(1 2 )  

          H,cm = 1.9 10-5[1 ] ,  cm=0.45(1 6.5 10-4)Ro   
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                H,ro= 0.69 ( )  

 

Computing H,cm: =MsXcm
2=(  )MsMsao and 2= with 

ao=( ) =2.1 10-5 0.19 10-5=1.9 10-5. H,cm becomes: 

H,cm= Xcm(1 ) 2 = 1.9 10-5(1 ) = 1.9 10-5(1 2.2 ) , QED. 

Note that H,cm (From 11.12B), changes direction for H along the positive x axis as 
RH,S goes from 0  RH,S<xcm to xcm<RH,S Ro. 
 
Assuming the rotating sun is the only object in the universe, the (initial) total force on 
H is: T,i = H,S+ H,ro+ H,C=0.  After the introduction of Jupiter and Saturn at  
conjunction the (final) total force on H is H,cm,  H,cm acts to displace the H atom.  
Dynamically, H,cm evaluated at RH,S=Xcm is, (Xcm)H,cm=0.  
For future use: 
 
11.13A  For Jupiter and Saturn at conjunction:  

             H,cm= 2.3 10-5(1 0.67 ) ,  V=1.6 103(1 0.67 ) ,  =1.4 10-8( )  

 
11.13B  For Jupiter and Saturn at opposition:    

             H,cm= 1.9 10-5(1 2.2 ) ,  V=8.2 102(1 2.2 ) ,  =2.3 10-8( ) 

 
By direct computation, the mass of the solar atmosphere MS,atm is  the mass of 

the sun, MS,atm= MS.  At any given time, MS,atm= MS is moving in the sun’s 

atmosphere in the +  direction and MS,atm= MS is moving in the sun’s 

atmosphere in the  direction.  As Jupiter and Saturn approach conjunction and 
opposition,  approaches its maximum value (11.13A and B) and atoms nominally 
moving in the +  direction are pushed into atoms nominally moving in the  
direction and atoms nominally moving in the  direction are pushed into atoms 
nominally moving in the +  direction.  The resulting collisions increase the pressure 
in those ascending areas at Ropt (fig. 11.1A), that nominally eject atoms in the +  
direction and decrease the pressure in those nominally descending areas at Ropt that 

nominally are struck by solar atmospheric atoms moving in the  direction.  The 
nominally descending areas therefore eject atoms from R<Ropt into the solar 
atmosphere and are solar eruptions 
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Solar ejections are thus the result of a decrease in pressure in those nominally 
descending areas at Ropt brought about by collisions of atoms in the sun’s  
atmosphere due to an increase in  that reaches a maximum during the conjunction 
and opposition of Jupiter and Saturn. 
 
Considering the sun to be made of H with each H atom along the x axis enclosed in a 
volume (2ro+R(x))(2ro+R(y))(2ro+R(z))  (2ro+R(x))3, we compute R(x) due to H,cm.   

The change in pressure on an H atom in the  direction due to H,cm is given by,   . 

Using 4.6 the pressure PAt that atoms exert on one another is = 
  

good for  

0  =0.91 and for the atoms in freefall for 0.91 1; =0.   

Using 11.6A the pressure  that atoms exert on a suitable pressure gauge at rest at  

RH,S is, = 3.3 1013  ( ), good for
 
0 1.  Equating the two pressures: 

= = 3.3 1013  =  ( ) good for 0 
 
0.91 .  Solving 

for R(x) yields: R(x)=  (3.0 10-14)
-1

.  Assuming isothermal 

expansion/compression,  =
 
,
 
and using  R(x)=   yields:  

R(x)=
 

 resulting in 11.1A and B, valid for 0 
 
0.91,  

 
11.14A  In Conjunction  

                   R( )cj= 8.1 10-9)
-2{( ) 1}{1 0.67 }  

11.14B  In Opposition  

                   R( )opp= 6.7 10-9)
-2{( ) 1}{1 2.2 } ;   XcmRH,S 

     
 

                   R( )opp= 6.7 10-9)
-2{( ) 1}{1 2.2 } ;   RH,SXcm

 
 

 
As a result of the fact that | (RH,S)H,cm|<| (RH,S)H,S|, it is true that R(x) is always R(x)0.   

The total change in length RT of a column of H atoms along the x-axis from 0 
 
1 
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is given by RT= .  RH,S is 0RH,S0.91 whether H is on the 

positive or negative x axis.  The column from .91 
 
1 is in the sun’s atmosphere 

and by hypothesis consists of columns of H atoms in free fall with velocity in the +  
or  direction and rides down and up on the optical surface with no change in 

length i.e. =0.  

Taking absolute values:|RT|=| |
M

( ) where 

M
is the maximum value of .  

Using 11.14A,  
M

=9.9 10-33cm and using 11.14B  
M

=1.1 10-32 cm 

and ( )=7 1018.  |RT| is therefore |RT|6.9 10-14cm in conjunction and 

|RT|7.7 10-14cm in opposition.  |RT| is therefore not the cause of solar ejections. 
 
As above: Solar ejections are thus the result of a decrease in pressure in those 
nominally descending areas at Ropt brought about by collisions of atoms in the sun’s  
atmosphere due to an increase in  that reaches a maximum during the conjunction 
and opposition of Jupiter and Saturn. 
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6.  Planetary Capture by the Sun 
  
Using the following model for the Milky Way, the conditions under which our sun 
captured our planets will be computed on the assumption that:  
1. Each of our planets formed from a H cloud independent of the sun and 
independent of one another.  See section 11.   
2. Each planet before capture is in orbit about the galactic center and is captured by 
the sun as the sun nears the planet or the planet nears the sun.  
3. The inner galactic medium consists of H atoms and small mass photons. 
 
Considering the Milky Way to be a thin disc of radius Ro~ 0.5 105 light years and 

thickness ho<<Ro , calculate the gravitational field (R), where R is the distance to  

the center of the galaxy and (R)=   see figure 11.4 .   

 
                                                  FIGURE 11.4 Milky Way 

                    
                                                      A                                                 B 
                                                   
 

Using fig. 11.4 A: dV=rdrddh and A(R) = 2 = 2 (Ro R). 

Using fig. 11.4 B: dV=rdrddh and with r2= R2 2Rrcos, solve for r, this yields: 

r={[ ]  cos}Ro f().  With = =

  

2 [ (Ro R)].   

Add  A(R)+B(R)  to yield:   
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11.15    (R)= 2  .   

 

The force per unit mass (R) at R is given by (R)= 
 
and using | (R)|=f(R):  

 

11.16    f(R)= = 2 ( )   

 

 

             (R)= = 2 ( )    

 

 

 
11.15 and 11.16 are tabulated in table 11.3 .   
 
                                                  TABLE 11.3 

 | | 

  

V  (yrs) 

.01 3.14 .016 2.3 4.3 108 

.1 3.13 .16 23 4.3 108 

.2 3.11 .32 46 4.3 108 

.3 3.07 .49 69 4.3 108 

.4 3.01 .67 93 4.3 108 

.5 2.93 .87 120 4.2 108 

.6 2.84 1.1 150 4.0 108 

.7 2.71 1.4 180 3.9 108 

.8 2.55 1.8 220 3.6 108 

.9 2.34 2.5 270 3.3 108 

.99 2.04 4.7 390 2.5 108 

.999 2.005 7.0 480 2.1 108 
 1 2 20 860 1.2 108 

 
 
A value of  for the Milky Way is computed below. 
The volume of the MW is Vmw= ho and with Ro=5 1022cm=5.2 104LY and ho=10-2Ro= 
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5 1020cm: Vmw=4.4 1012(LY)3.  Given the mean distance between stars in the MW 

is 4LY, there are 1012=6.9 10101011 stars in the MW.  Assuming the average 

mass of those stars is the mass of our sun MS, and that 1011MSr, 0<r 1, is the 

mass of the inner galactic medium, then =1011MS =0.6 10-22(1+r)
  

and with r=1, =1.2 10-22 10-22 .  f becomes: f(R)=2 =6.7 10-9  
  

where  is tabulated in table 11.3.   

The speed of an object at distance R from the center of the Milky Way, and in  

gravitational orbit about the center of the Milky Way, is given by V={2 GhoR } =  

1.8 102{ } , and its period is given by  =2 =2Ro( )=1016( )(yrs). 

V and  have been calculated and are tabulated in table 11.3.   
The calculations of V and  are based on the assumption that the only force on an 
object at R is due to the inner galactic medium, composed of H atoms and small 
mass photons, and the stars in the galaxy, here treated as if they were spread out 
uniformly over the volume of the galaxy.  For those objects for which this is a good 
assumption and whose position is less than ~0.4Ro have equal periods and thus 
appear to be in solid body rotation.  Those objects, e.g. the planets about our sun, for 
which this is not a good assumption, are not in solid body rotation. 
 
If a planetary object: 
1.  Whose orbit before capture is in the plane of the galaxy and in orbit about the 
center of the galaxy  
2.  By hypothesis has been formed from a H cloud independent of the sun.  See 
section 11.  
is to be captured by the sun as the sun overtakes the planet, or the planet overtakes 

the sun, then  
 
  where rsp is the distance between the sun and 

the planet and Rp is the distance between the galactic center and the planet.   
The distance RS between the sun and the galactic center is RS=0.6Ro , and when the 

galactic center, the planetary object and the sun are in line: RS=Rp  rsp.  With 
  

=1.3 1026( )= = =2 (1.1)=7.4 10-9 , solve for rsp , this yields: 

rsp=1.3 1017cm=2.6 10-6Ro=0.14LY.  By direct calculation (.6Ro(1 2.6 10-6))   

and thus any object in orbit about the galactic center with mass m<<MS that has a  
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projected orbit with a distance of closest approach less than or equal to 1.3 1017cm=.14LY 
will go into orbit about the sun.  The sun will thus sweep clean an annular, doughnut  
shaped region about the galactic center of cross sectional area (rsp)2=5.3 1034 = 

2 10-2 LY2 with circumference about the galactic center, 2(.6Ro)=1.9 1023cm=2 105LY 

where the distance between the sun and the galactic center is .6Ro=3 1022cm.       
 
 
7.  Earth’s Temperature as a Function of Depth 
 

The earth’s temperature T(z) and ,  z measured positive downwards, have been 
experimentally determined to a depth of up to 5km at thousands of sites world round 
using geophysical bore holes and dry oil well holes.  The experimentally 

determined average value for continental holes is =31o  .   

The Germans have bored one hole in Bavaria to 9.1Km with measured temperature 
T=550oK. and =   where T(0) is the surface temperature. With  

T(0)=50oF=283 oK, 
  

becomes =29o  , (Science, vol.266, Oct. 28, 1994, p 545) .  

The original plan envisioned drilling a bore down to 10Km, but the plan was changed 
due to unexpectedly high temperatures below 5km that resulted in plastic rock at 
9.1km.  Every time the drill bit was pulled up to be changed at ~9.1Km, the hole 
closed and had to be redrilled resulting in a borehole effectively 9.1Km deep.   
The Russians have bored one hole to 12Km on the Kola Peninsula north of Moscow 
but haven't as yet published their temperature data.    
The earth is modeled here as a sphere, (No oceans, oceanic basins or mountains), 

with surface density 2.2 , average density 5.5   and total geothermal energy 

flow through the surface of 1.0 1028 .
   

Assuming that all of the energy to maintain the geothermal energy flow comes from 
the gravitational field of the earth, how much (Re) does the earth’s radius contract 

in 1 year?  The change in the earth’s radius per unit time 
 
is, .  With V  

given by 11.2,  becomes: = .  (Appendix 11A)  From 3.4, the average 

density of the earth  is: =5.5=
 

.  Assuming that p is a constant through out 

the earth and solving for p yields, p=0 and 
 
becomes: = 1.4 10-3 .   
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T(z) and ,  can be derived assuming that all the molecules of the earth are in quasi 
equilibrium.  i.e. For each molecule:  
 
11.17        T.E.=K.E.+C.P.E.+G.P.E  const. 
 
where T.E.=Total Energy, K.E.+C.P.E.= kinetic energy+chemical potential energy, and 
G.P.E.=gravitational potential energy.  It is not assumed that a strict equality occurs 
in eq. 11.17 for 2 reasons. 
1.  There is an experimentally determined heat flow through the surface of the earth.  
2.  Consider two atoms in the earth A and B, of the same element with equal mass.  
Assume at collision a strict equality occurs.  At collision: T.E.(r,,, )A=T.E.(r+2ro,,, )B  
where ro is the radius of the atom.  Immediately after collision at separation, 

C.P.E.(r,,, )A= C.P.E.(r+2ro,,, )B  and the two atoms have exchanged K.E., 

K.E.(r,,, )A= K.E.(r,,, )B and K.E.(r,,, )B= K.E.(r,,, )A however, 

P.E.(r,,, )A=P.E.(r,,, )A and P.E.(r+2ro,,, )B=P.E.(r+2ro,,, )B.  
Consequently T.E.const. and kinetic energy is conveyed in the radial direction.  In 
the case of an isolated planet, the kinetic energy is conveyed in the +  direction, 
(The geothermal energy flow), and causes IR photons to be created at the surface of 
the planet which are then radiated into space.    
 
Near the earth’s surface G.P.E. gz.  The most commonly occurring molecule at 
the earth's surface is SiO2 (Quartz) with experimentally a specific heat of 1.9K per 
atom.  The average atomic mass number of quartz is 20 and the average atomic 
mass at the earth’s surface, z=0, is m(0)=20(1.67)10-24=3.3 10-23gm.  Using 11.17, 
near the earth’s surface T.E.=1.9KT(z) gz=const 
  

11.18   = = =12o  .   

 
Too small by a factor of 2.6. 

Derive  a 2nd time assuming that every atom of the earth has mass , where  
is the atomic mass averaged over all of the atoms of the earth.  The average density 
of the surface rocks is 2.2  and the average density of the earth is 5.5gm/cm3.  

Assuming  is in the linear proportion =  ,  solve for  , =8.3(10)-23 gm.  

T.E. near the earth’s surface becomes: T.E.=1.9KT(z) gz=const. and 
 

11.19   = =30o . and T(z)=31z+T(0), z in km 
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in substantial agreement with the measured continental average of 31o .  Using 

11.19, the calculated temperature at 12km is T(12km)=370+T(0) and with 
270<T(0)<300oK: 640<T(12km)<670 oK.   
Direct calorimeter measurements yield a temperature for molten magma at 1atm at 
the earth’s surface of Tm600oK. Taking into account the existence of the Russian 
Hole down to 12km and that the pressure at 12km is 2600atm., the author makes 
the (Post Hoc) prediction that the Russians reached molten magma. 
The quasi equilibrium model for the earth consists of a solid lithosphere cap 
approximately 12km thick, resting on a liquid sphere 6359km in radius.  This model 
has immediate consequences for the oceanic tides, volcano (Krakatoa and Mt. St. 
Helens events) and earthquake kinetics, and geothermal power production as 
discussed below.        
Assuming that the specific heat of  is 1.9K for the entire earth, 11.19 can be 

generalized using 11.1 to yield: = .  Using p=0 yields: 

 

11.20             = 30( )                         

                         T=To+0.95 105[1  ( )2],  To290oK,  R in Km 

 
 
8.  Lunar Caused Deformation of the Geoid 
  
Assuming the earth is the only object in the universe and using 11.1, the potential 
energy and the force m,E acting on an atom of mass m at Rm,E with in the earth is:  
 

11.21     (Rm,E)= ,
  

 Rm,E  RE 

                m,E= (Rm,E)=
 

m,E 

 
From chapter 11, section 7, p=0.  Using figure 11.5; 11.21 becomes: 
 
11.22.         m,E= 9.8 102m( ) m,E,  0 Rm,E  RE=6.4 108cm 

                     m,E=sinEcos(t) +sinEsin(t) +cosE  
 
With the earth the sole object in the universe, m,E is measured from non rotating inertial 
frame So with coordinate axis xo,yo,zo centered in the center of the earth are an inertial 
frame.  fig. 11.5  xo,yo are in the plane of the equator with the earth rotating about the zo 
axis.  E is the co latitude of m and (t) of m is measured from the xo axis.  Note that in general 
(t) is not the longitude.  
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Let m,ro represent the centrifugal force on m due to the rotation of the earth.  In the 
absence of external forces, m,ro determines the earth’s geoid i.e. the deviation of 
the earth’s surface from a sphere.  m,ro is measured from non inertial, rotating 
frame S1, with coordinate axis x1,y1,z1 centered in the center of the earth.  fig. 11.5A  
 
                       FIGURE 11.5                                                     FIGURE 11.5A                                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                 
               INERTIAL FRAME So                                                            ROTATING FRAME S1 
 

Axis x1 and y1 are rotating about z1with =4.18 10-3 =7.29 10-5
 , where E is 

the colatitude of m and  E is the longitude of m. m,ro becomes:   
 
11.23   m,ro=3.4m( )sinE[cosE +sinE ]   

              m,ro m,E=3.4m sin2E 

 
The change in the magnitude of the force F on m in the m,E direction is: 

F{ m,E m,E+ m,ro m,E} m,E m,E= m,ro m,E =| | Rm,E  

And, F=3.4m sin2E=9.8 102m( )Rm,E.  Solve for Rm,E :  

11.24   Rm,E=3.5 10-3Rm,E sin2E 
              Rm,E =22 105 sin2E (cm)=22 sin2E (km) 

 
The equatorial radius is 22Km larger than the polar radius.   
A table of values of  Rm,E  is given in table 11.4.    
Consider now a coordinate system in which the center of mass of the moon is on the 
x axis and the xy plane is the orbital plane of the moon.  See Fig. 11.5B.  Neglecting 
the effect of the sun and planets and the nonspheroidal shape of the earth, the  
center of mass of the earth moon system is here considered to be at rest in a 
non accelerating inertial frame I.  See Fig. 11.5C.  
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                                                FIGURE 11.5B 
 

                            
                With m,E=sincos +sinsin +cos :   Rm,E m,E=RE,M + m,M    
 
        
                                                        TABLE 11.4                                            

E
o Rm,E (Km) E

o Rm,E (Km) 

0 0 50 13 
10 0.66 60 17 
20 2.6 70 19 
30 5.5 80 21 
40 9.0 90 22 

                                           
 
With this proviso the IxIy plane is imbedded in the xy plane.  The x,y axis are revolving 
about the z axis with period 27.3 days and the Ix ,Iy axis are not rotating about the Iz 
axis.  Note that with m on the surface of the earth,  and  are in general not the co 
latitude and longitude of m.  The average center-to-center distance from the  
earth to the moon is RE,M=3.8 105Km and the mass of the moon is M=7.3 1025gm. 
 
                                                       FIGURE 11.5C 
 

                                              
 
 
The distance of an atom with mass m from the center of the earth is 0 Rm,E  6.4 103Km=RE.  
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The earth and moon are in rotation about their c.m. and with the moon always on the 
x axis, the x,y axis is in rotation about the Iz axis.  m,cm is the centrifugal force on m 
due to the revolution of the earth about the common center of mass of the earth and 
moon.  Figure 11.6  
 

11.25       m,cm=3.5 10-3m{( sincos 1) },   xcm
2=3.5 10-3     

                  xcm=4.7 108cm=0.73RE 
                  Note that (,)m,cm= ([-],[2-])m,cm  
 
                                               FIGURE 11.6 

                          
                          With m,E as in fig. 11.5B: Rm,E m,E=xcm +  xcm,m 
 
We wish to determine the amplitude of the deformation of the geoid due to the 
moon.  The change in the magnitude of the force F on m in the m,E direction is:  

F m,cm m,E =| | Rm,E   and using 11.22, 

| |=9.8 102m( ).  F becomes:  

3.5 10-3m{( sincos 1)sincos=9.8 102m( )Rm,E 

Solve for Rm,E:  Rm,E=23( sincos 1)sincos (meters) 
Evaluating Rm,E at Rm,E=RE yields:   
 
11.26 R(RE)m,E=23(1.37 sincos 1)sincos  (meters)  with 

            R(Rm,E)m,E=23( sincos 1)sincos  (meters) 

            Note that R(,)m,E =R([-],[2-])m,E 
 
A table of values of 11.26 evaluated at RE is given in Table 11.4A 
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                                               Table 11.4A,  RE in meters 
RE, (,)  RE, (,) RE, (,)  RE, (,)  RE, (,)  RE, (,)  RE, (,)  
0,      (0,0) 0,      (0,10) 0,       (0,20) 0,      (0,30) 0,      (0,40) 0,      (0,50) 0,      (0,60) 
-3.0,  (10,0) -3.0,  (10,10) -2.9,   (10,20) -2.7,  (10,30) -2.5,  (10,40) -2.2,  (10,50) -1.8,  (10,60) 
-4.2,  (20,0) -4.2,  (20,10) -4.1,   (20,20) -4.0,  (20,30) -3.9,  (20,40) -3.5,  (20,50) -3.0,  (20,60) 
-3.6,  (30,0) -3.9,  (30,10) -3.8,   (30,20) -4.0,  (30,30) -4.2,  (30,40) -4.1,  (30,50) -3.8,  (30,60) 
-1.8,  (40, 0) -1.9,  (40,10) -2.4,   (40,20) -3.0,  (40,30) -3.7,  (40,40) -4.1,  (40,50) -4.1,  (40,60) 
0.87, (50, 0) 0.58, (50,10) -0.23, (50,20) -1.4,  (50,30) -2.6,   (50,40) -3.7,   (50,50) -4.2,   (50,60) 
3.7,   (60, 0) 3.3,   (60,10) 2.1,    (60,20) 0.47, (60,30) -1.4,   (60,40) -3.0,   (60,50) -4.0,   (60,60) 
6.2,   (70, 0) 5.7,   (70,10) 4.3,    (70,20) 2.1,   (70,30) -0.23, (70,40) -2.4,   (70,50) -3.8,   (70,60) 
7.9,   (80, 0) 7.3,   (80,10) 5.7,    (80,20) 3.3,   (80,30) 0.58,  (80,40) -1.9,   (80,50) -3.7,  (80,60) 
8.5,   (90,0) 7.9,   (90,10) 6.2,    (90,20) 3.7,   (90,30) 0.87,  (90,40) -1.8,   (90,50) -3.6,  (90,60) 
 
RE, (,)  RE, (,) RE, (,)  RE, (,)  RE, (,)  RE, (,)  
0,      (0,70) 0,        (0,80) 0,       (0,90) 0,      (0,100) 0,      (0,110) 0,      (0,120) 
-1.2,  (10,70) -0.67, (10,80) 0.0,   (10,90) 0.72,  (10,100) 1.5,  (10,110) 2.2,  (10,120) 
-2.3,  (20,70) -1.3,   (20,80) 0.0,   (20,90) 1.5,  (20,100) 3.1,  (20,110) 4.8,  (20,120) 
-3.0,  (30,70) -1.8,   (30,80) 0.0,   (30,90) 2.2,  (30,100) 4.9,  (30,110) 7.7,  (30,120) 
-3.5,  (40,70) -2.2,   (40,80) 0.0,   (40,90) 3.0,  (40,100) 6.6,  (40,110) 11,  (40,120) 
-3.9,   (50,70) -2.5,   (50,80) 0.0, (50,90) 3.6,  (50,100) 8.2,  (50,110) 13,   (50,120) 
-4.0,   (60,70) -2.7,   (60,80) 0.0,    (60,90) 4.2, (60,100) 9.6,  (60,110) 16,   (60,120) 
-4.1, (70,70) -2.9,   (70,80) 0.0,    (70,90) 4.6,   (70,100) 11,   (70,110) 18,   (70,120) 
-4.2,  (80,70) -3.0,   (80,80) 0.0,    (80,90) 4.8,   (80,100) 11,   (80,110) 19,   (80,120) 
-4.2,  (90,70) -3.0,   (90,80) 0.0,    (90,90) 4.9,   (90,100) 12,   (90,110) 19,   (90,120) 
 
RE (,)  RE, (,)  RE, (,) RE, (,)  RE, (,)  RE, (,)  
0,      (0,130) 0,      (0,140) 0,      (0,150) 0,      (0,160) 0,    (0,170) 0,     (0,180) 
3.0,   (10,130) 3.6,  (10,140) 4.2,  (10,150) 4.6,  (10,160) 4.8, (10,170) 4.9,  (10,180) 
6.6,   (20,130) 8.2,  (20,140) 9.6,  (20,150) 11,   (20,160) 11,  (20,170) 12,  (20,180) 
11,    (30,130) 13,  (30,140) 16,   (30,150) 18,   (30,160) 19,  (30,170) 19,  (30,180) 
15,    (40,130) 19,  (40,140) 23,   (40,150) 25,   (40,160) 27,  (40,170) 28,  (40,180) 
19,    (50,130) 24,   (50,140) 29,   (50,150) 33,   (50,160) 35,  (50,170) 36,  (50,180) 
23,    (60,130) 29,   (60,140) 35,   (60,150) 40,   (60,160) 42,  (60,170) 43,  (60,180) 
25,    (70,130) 33, (70,140) 40,   (70,150) 45,   (70,160) 48,  (70,170) 49,  (70,180) 
27,    (80,130) 35,  (80,140) 42,   (80,150) 48,   (80,160) 52,  (80,170) 53,  (80,180) 
28,    (90,130) 36,  (90,140) 44,   (90,150) 49,   (90,160) 53,  (90,170) 54,  (90,180) 
 
If the bottoms of the various oceans were stationary in time w.r.t. the center of mass 
of the earth, there would be no oceanic tide.  R(,)E is stationary in time, i.e. time 
independent.  However the earth is spinning on its axis such that the moon is not 
fixed over one point on earth and for fixed latitude and longitude, R(,,t)E is time 
dependent and the bottoms of the oceans are moving in the radial direction.  The 
rate at which the ocean water flows and the direction in which it flows for small 
enough  and  is therefore proportional to   
(R(, ,t)E) ( )  and (R(, ,t)E) ( ) .  For future use: 
 
11.27     (R(, ,t)E) ( )  
                  
               (R(, ,t)E) ( )   
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In order to express table 11.4 in terms of latitude and longitude consider fig. 11.7  
 
                                                        FIGURE 11.7 

                         
 
 
Coordinate frame xyz is rotating about the z axis once every 27.3 days keeping the 
moon on the x axis.  Coordinate frame x1y1z1 is rotating about the z1 axis once every 
23 hours 56 minutes and 4 seconds with x1y1 in the equatorial plane. 

, 0360o is related to longitude east E by, 0=E 180o and  is related to 

longitude west W by, 180=360-W 360o.  , -9090o is related to latitude  

north N by, 0=N 90o and , is related to latitude south S by, -90=-S 0. 
 
Figure 11.7 is constructed in two steps.  Starting with

 
xa=x, y1=y, z1=z, rotate the 

xay1z1 frame about the y axis through angle y=28.6o, fig. 11.7A, with resulting #1 
transform 11.27A.  
 
                        FIGURE 11.7A                          FIGURE 11.7B                        

                          
xa is substituted for x1 in the 1st rotation to avoid confusion with the 2nd rotation. 
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11.27A     a=cosy - siny  
                 1=

 
                 1= siny +cosy  
 
Next rotate the xay1z1 frame about the z1 axis, fig. 11.7B, through angle (t), defined 
below, with resulting #2 transform 11.27B.  
 
11.27B    1=cos a+ sin     
                 1=-sin a+cos

 
                 1= siny +cosy  
 
Substituting a into 11.27B yields: 
 
11.27C    1=coscosy +sin -cossiny    
                 1=-sincosy +cos +sinsiny  
                 1= siny +cosy  
 
By direct computation 1 1=0, 1 1=0, 1 1=0, 1 1=1, 1 1=1, 1 1=1.  

 
With 

=Rm,E[sincos +sinsin +cos ]=Rm,E[coscos 1+cossin 1+sin 1], 
By direct substitution using 11.27C and : 
 
11.27D     

=coscos{coscosy +sin -cossiny }+cossin{-sincosy +cos +sinsiny }+      

          sin{siny +cosy }    
 
and using 11.27D and :  
 
11.27E      sincos=coscosycos[+] +sinsiny                 
                   sinsin=cossin[+]                                            
                   cos=-cossinycos[+] +sincosy    
 

The earth rotates about the z1 axis with angular speed 15.0 =360  and the 

moon rotates about the z axis with average angular speed 0.55 .  z1 is fixed in 

inertial  frame So , fig.11.5.  (t) becomes: =(15.00 -0.55) t=14.45deg., t in hours.  

As above y=28.6o. 
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For the purposes of computing tidal amplitudes, as REM-xcm=REM(1- )=(1-1.2 10-2)REM it 

follows that   REM-xcm REM.  The x1y1z1 coordinate frame is strictly speaking not inertial while 
the similar non-rotating  xoyozo frame used in fig. 11.5 is inertial. 
Using 11.26 and 11.27E evaluated at the earth’s surface RE yields: 
 
11.28 
 R(RE)m,E=23[1.37 (0.878coscos[+] +0.479sin) 1](0.878coscos[+] +0.479sin)                
(t)=14.45 t deg., t in hours, R in meters 
 
Values of 11.28 are evaluated at t=0, i.e. (0)=0 are tabulated in table 11.4B 
  
                                                             TABLE 11.4B 
R(m), (,)  R(m), (,)  R(m), (,)  R(m), (,)  R(m), (,)  R(m), (,)  
-3.8,   (90,0)  -2.1,  (80,0) 0.51,   (70,0) 3.3,   (60,0) 5.9,   (50,0) 7.7,  (40, 0) 

-3.8,   (90,0) -2.2,  (80, 10) 0.40,   (70, 10) 3.1,   (60, 10) 5.6,   (50, 10) 7.3,  (40, 10) 

-3.8,   (90,0) -2.3,    (80, 20) 0.1,   (70, 20)  2.5,   (60, 20) 4.7,   (50, 20) 6.2,  (40, 20) 

-3.8,   (90,0) -2.4,    (80, 30) -0.4,   (70, 30)  1.6,   (60, 30) 3.4,   (50, 30) 4.5,  (40, 30) 

-3.8,   (90,0) -2.6,    (80, 40) -1.0,   (70, 40) 0.48,   (60, 40) 1.7,   (50, 40) 2.4,  (40, 40) 

-3.8,   (90,0) -2.9,    (80, 50) -1.7,   (70, 50) -0.74,  (60, 50) 0.0,  (50, 50) 0.24,  (40, 50) 

-3.8,   (90,0) -3.2,    (80, 60) -2.5,   (70, 60) -1.9,   (60, 60)  -1.7,  (50, 60)  -1.8,  (40, 60) 

-3.8,   (90,0) -3.4, (80, 70) -3.1,   (70, 70) -2.9,   (60, 70) -3.0,  (50, 70) -3.2,  (40, 70)  

-3.8,   (90,0) -3.6,  (80, 80) -3.6, (70, 80) -3.7, (60, 80) -3.9,  (50, 80) -4.1,  (40, 80) 

-3.8,   (90,0) -3.8,  (80, 90) -4.0,   (70, 90) -4.1,   (60, 90) -4.2,  (50, 90) -4.1,  (40, 90)  

-3.8,   (90,0) -4.0,  (80, 100) -4.2, (70, 100) -4.2, (60, 100) -3.9, (50, 100) -3.3,  (40, 100) 

-3.8,   (90,0) -4.1, (80, 110) -4.2,   (70, 110) -3.9,  (60, 110) -3.0, (50, 110) -1.6,  (40, 110)  

-3.8,   (90,0) -4.2,   (80, 120) -4.1,   (70, 120)  -3.3,  (60, 120) -1.8, (50, 120) 0.62,  (40, 120) 

-3.8,   (90,0) -4.2,   (80, 130) -3.8,   (70, 130)  -2.5,  (60, 130) -0.1, (50, 130) 3.4,  (40, 130) 

-3.8,   (90,0) -4.2,   (80, 140) -3.5,   (70, 140)  -1.7,  (60, 140) 1.6,  (50, 140) 6.1,  (40, 140) 

-3.8,   (90,0) -4.2,   (80, 150) -3.2,   (70, 150) -0.8,  (60, 150) 3.3,  (50, 150) 8.7,  (40, 150)  

-3.8,   (90,0) -4.2,   (80, 160) -3.0,   (70, 160) -0.1,  (60, 160) 4.6,  (50, 160) 11,  (40, 160) 

-3.8,   (90,0) -4.1, (80, 170) -2.8,   (70, 170) 0.35,  (60, 170) 5.5, (50, 170) 12,  (40, 170) 

-3.8,   (90,0) -4.1, (80, 180) -2.7,   (70, 180) 0.51,  (60, 180) 5.8,  (50, 180) 13,  (40, 180) 
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R(m), (,)  R(m), (,) R(m), (,)  R(m), (,)  R(m), (,)  R(m), (,) 
8.5,   (30,0) 8.1,   (20,0) 6.5,   (10,0) 4.1,  (0,0) 1.3,   (-10,0) -1.4,   (-20,0) 
8.0,   (30, 10) 7.6,   (20, 10) 6.0,   (10, 10) 3.7,  (0, 10) 0.94, (-10, 10) -1.7,   (-20, 10) 

6.7,   (30, 20) 6.2,   (20, 20) 4.7,   (10, 20) 2.5,  (0, 20) 0.0,   (-10, 20) -2.3,   (-20, 20) 

4.7,   (30, 30) 4.1,   (20, 30) 2.7,   (10, 30) 0.72,  (0, 30) -1.3,   (-10, 30) -3.1,   (-20, 30) 

2.4,   (30, 40) 1.6,   (20, 40) 0.36,  (10, 40) -1.2,  (0, 40) -2.7,   (-10, 40) -3.9,   (-20, 40) 

-0.04,   (30, 50) -0.79, (20, 50) -1.8,   (10, 50) -2.9,  (0, 50) -3.8,   (-10, 50) -4.2,   (-20, 50) 

-2.2,  (30, 60) -2.8,  (20, 60) -3.5,  (10, 60) -4.0,  (0, 60) -4.2,  (-10, 60) -3.8,  (-20, 60) 

-3.6,  (30, 70) -4.0,  (20, 70) -4.2,  (10, 70) -4.1,  (0, 70) -3.5,  (-10, 70) -2.3,  (-20, 70) 

-4.2,  (30, 80) -4.1,  (20, 80) -3.6,  (10, 80) -2.7,  (0, 80) -1.3,  (-10,  80) 0.56,  (-20,  80) 

-3.7, (30, 90) -2.9, (20, 90) -1.7, (10, 90) -0.02,  (0, 90) 2.1, (-10,  90) 4.6, (-20,  90) 

-2.2,  (30, 100) -0.55, (20, 100) 1.6,   (10, 100) 4.1,  (0, 100) 6.9,  (-10,  100) 9.8,  (-20,  100) 

0.48,  (30, 110) 3.2,   (20, 110) 6.3,   (10, 110) 9.7,  (0, 110) 13,   (-10, 110) 16,   (-20, 110) 

3.8,  (30, 120) 7.5,   (20, 120) 12,   (10, 120) 16,  (0, 120) 20,   (-10, 120) 23,   (-20, 120) 

7.7,   (30, 130) 13,   (20, 130) 18,   (10, 130) 23,  (0, 130) 28,   (-10, 130) 31,   (-20, 130) 

11,   (30, 140) 18,   (20, 140) 24,   (10, 140) 30,  (0, 140) 34,   (-10, 140) 38,   (-20, 140) 

15,   (30, 150) 22,   (20, 150) 29,   (10, 150) 36,  (0, 150) 41,   (-10, 150) 45,   (-20, 150) 

18,   (30, 160) 26,   (20, 160) 33,   (10, 160) 40,  (0, 160) 46,   (-10, 160) 49,   (-20, 160) 

20,   (30, 170)  28,   (20, 170) 36,   (10, 170) 43,  (0, 170) 49,   (-10, 170) 52,   (-20, 170) 

20,   (30, 180) 29,   (20, 180) 37,   (10, 180) 44,  (0, 180) 50,   (-10, 180) 54,   (-20, 180) 

 
 
R(m), (,)  R(m), (,)  R(m), (,)  R(m), (,)  R(m), (,)  R(m), (,)  
-3.4,   (-30,0) -4.2,  (-40, 0) -3.3,   (-50,0) -0.48,   (-60,0) 4.1,   (-70,0) 11,  (-80,0) 

-3.5,   (-30, 10) -4.2,  (-40, 10) -3.2,   (-50, 10) -0.33,  (-60, 10) 4.2,   (-70, 10) 11,  (-80, 10) 

-3.8,   (-30, 20) -4.1,  (-40, 20) -2.9,   (-50, 20) 0.11,   (-60, 20) 4.7,   (-70, 20)  11,    (-80, 20) 

-4.1,   (-30, 30) -3.9,  (-40, 30) -2.3,   (-50, 30) 0.90,   (-60, 30) 5.5,   (-70, 30)  12,    (-80, 30) 

-4.1,   (-30, 40) -3.4,  (-40, 40) -1.4,   (-50, 40) 2.1,   (-60, 40) 6.5,   (-70, 40) 12,    (-80, 40) 

-3.8,   (-30, 50) -2.4,  (-40, 50) 0.1,  (-50, 50) 3.7,  (-60, 50) 7.9,   (-70, 50) 13,    (-80, 50) 

-2.6,  (-30, 60) -0.59, (-40, 60) 2.2,  (-50, 60)  5.8,  (-60, 60)  9.7,   (-70, 60) 14,    (-80, 60) 

-0.48, (-30, 70) 1.9,  (-40, 70)  4.9,  (-50, 70) 8.3,  (-60, 70) 12,   (-70, 70) 15, (-80, 70) 

2.9,  (-30, 80) 5.6,  (-40, 80) 8.5,  (-50, 80) 11,  (-60, 80) 14, (-70, 80) 17,  (-80, 80) 
7.3, (-30, 90) 10,  (-40, 90)  13,  (-50, 90) 15,  (-60, 90) 17,   (-70, 90) 18,  (-80, 90) 
13,  (-30, 100) 15,  (-40, 100) 17, (-50, 100) 19, (-60, 100) 19, (-70, 100) 19,  (-80, 100) 
19,  (-30, 110) 21,  (-40, 110)  23, (-50, 110) 23, (-60, 110) 22,   (-70, 110) 21, (-80, 110) 
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26,  (-30, 120) 28,  (-40, 120) 28, (-50, 120) 27, (-60, 120) 25,   (-70, 120)  22,   (-80, 120) 
33,   (-30, 130) 34,  (-40, 130) 34,  (-50, 130) 31,  (-60, 130) 28,   (-70, 130)  23,   (-80, 130) 
40,   (-30, 140) 40,  (-40, 140) 38,  (-50, 140) 35,  (-60, 140) 30,   (-70, 140)  24,   (-80, 140) 
46,   (-30, 150) 45,  (-40, 150)  43,  (-50, 150) 38,  (-60, 150) 32,   (-70, 150) 25,   (-80, 150) 
51,   (-30, 160) 49,  (-40, 160) 46,  (-50, 160) 40,  (-60, 160) 34,   (-70, 160) 26,   (-80, 160) 
53,   (-30, 170)  52,  (-40, 170) 48, (-50, 170) 42, (-60, 170) 35,   (-70, 170) 26, (-80, 170) 
54,   (-30, 180) 53,  (-40, 180) 49,  (-50, 180) 42,  (-60, 180) 35,   (-70, 180) 26, (-80, 180) 
 
R(m), (,)  
18,   (-90,0) 
 
From chapter 11, section 7, our model for the earth consists of a solid lithosphere 
cap approximately 12km thick, resting on a liquid magma ellipsoid like surface of 
revolution.  We now remove 75% of the earth’s surface to an average depth of 
4.8Km, contour in bottom topography and add seawater to an average depth of 
3.8Km. The water is divided into oceans by the lithosphere rising 0.8Km above the 
ocean surface and covering 25% of the earth’s surface.   
Table 11.4B has been calculated for t=0, however R(,+(t))

E
 can be calculated 

for any time in the future by evaluating +(t) and using 11.28 .   
Using 11.28 and table 11.4B with ==0o yields R(,)

E
=4.1m and 6 and  

12 hours later with +(6)=87o and +(12)=174 o yields  R(,+(6))
E
=0.0m. 

and R(,+(12))
E
=43m.  11.28 predicts that starting at t=0, the surface of the 

lithosphere at ==0o, falls by 4.1m in 6hrs and rises by 43m in the following 6hrs. 
 
For the general case, the difference in height at time t between two points  
on the surface of the lithosphere with coordinates (1, 1+(t)) and (2, 2+(t)) 
is given by H(t) where:  
 
11.29     H(t) R(2, 2+(t)) R(1, 1+(t))       
 
The load on an atom of mass m at R, 0 R 6359km, consisting of magma + 
lithosphere or magma + lithosphere + ocean, is kept in place by oscillations of m 
(Chap 3, sec. 5).  The moon serves to either lighten the load or increase the load on 
m at R, (See table 11.4B) where the load on an individual atom is due to the total 
number of atoms between R and the earth’s surface divided by the total number of 
atoms on the surface with area 4R2 

The resultant latitude, longitude and time dependent rise of the earth’s surface, and 
resultant oceanic flow, is the direct cause of the tides.  The origin of the force and 
energy for the rise comes from the internal kinetic energy of the liquid magma that 
expands as a result of the decrease in weight of the load whose decrease is due to 
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the gravitational attraction of the moon.  The tides are viewed as the surface waters 
flowing down the flanks of the bulges.  
 
As regards the change in energy E of m during a tidal cycle and dropping the 
subscripts, E=  mU(R)2+(R)= KT(R)+(R) and E= KT+(R).  Assuming the 
earth is composed of identical atoms of mass , evaluate E using 11.21 with  

=8.3 10-23gm and p=0: E KT(t)+[ ]h= KT(t)+8.1 10-20( ) h 

where t=tf ti and h =R(R,, +( tf)) R(R,, +( ti)) with (t)=14.5 t deg., t in 
hours, From the 2nd law of thermodynamics E=Q PdV.  We assume the adiabatic 
condition Q=0.  Due to the gravitational field of the moon,  at =[R,, , ti] at t=ti 
moves through h in time t=tf ti.  The center-to-center distance between two 
adjacent atoms in the earth increases and decreases in response to the gravitational 
attraction of the moon.  The moon does  work on  but  does no work on its 

neighbors and PdV=0 with consequent E= KT+8.1 10-20( ) h=0.  Solve for T: 

T= 3.9 10-4( ) h, with h in cm. 

Evaluate T for the case =0, =0, t1=0, t2=6 hrs and t2=6 hrs, t3=12 hrs.  Using 

table 11.4, h = (0+4.1)= 4.1 102cm at 6 hours and h=(43 0)=4.3 103cm. at 12 
hours and h= 4.3 103cm. at 18 hours and h =4.1 102cm. at 24 hours. 
 
11.30    At 6 hours,     T(1) =0.16 Ko,     At 12 hours,   T(1) = 1.7 Ko 
              At 18 hours,   T(1) =1.7 Ko,       At 24 hours,     T(1) = 0.16 Ko 
                         
Given a water parcel of mass m, then during the tidal cycle, m may acquire a kinetic 
energy which can be appreciable e.g. ~105 m ergs at Woods Hole, Massachusetts or 
the Skagerrak between Denmark and Norway.   
Gravity is a conservative force.  If the only external force acting on an atom during the 
~12 hour tidal cycle were the gravitational field of the moon, no net work would be 
done on m and the vector displacement and vector momentum of a parcel of water, 
averaged over all atoms during a 12hr tidal cycle would be 0 (appropriate units).   
However, frictional forces generated by the tidal waters flowing along the bottom of 
the oceans slow the tidal waters, resulting in creating frictional heat with resultant 
electromagnetic energy lost to space.  The energy source for the frictional heat is the 
gravitational field of the earth moon system.  
The deformation of the earth towards and away from the moon, table 11.4, results in 
increasing the force between the moon and earth with resultant decreased distance 
between the center of mass of the moon and center of mass of the earth thus 
conserving total energy ET where:  
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11.30A   = +MM( )( )+ME( )( )+ (IM )  

11.30B    ET=  +  +(t)em+ MM( )
2

MM( )
2

+
 

                        + ME( )
2

ME( )
2

+ IM(M )
2

IM(M )
20 

 

Where (t)em is the total amount of electromagnetic energy emitted from t=0 to time t 

where (t)em is due to a change in temperature T where T is due to tidal friction.  
The back and forth motion of the tides does not over a 24 hour period slow down or 
increase the rotation rate of the earth.   

Also,  and .  11.30A and B become: 
 

11.30C  +MM(1 ) + (IM ) 

 

11.30D  ET= [ ]+(t)em+ MM(1 )[
2 2

]+ 

                       + IM(M )
2

IM(M )
20 

 
It remains to calculate the time tcoll at which the moon will collide with the earth.  

Using 11.30B solve for (t)em and evaluate using R(tcoll)ME=RE+RM=8.1 108cm.  

( tcoll)em=  MM( )
2

+ MM( )
2

ME( )
2
+

   

                 
+ ME( )

2
IM(M )

2
+ IM(M )

2
=3.6 1037 7.6 1035 1.8 1037+ 

              +3.8 1035 2.2 1035+4.7 1033 1.4 1037+2.9 1030=3.4 1036(erg). 

IM(M )
2 

was evaluated assuming the rotation rate about the moon’s poles  

is equal to its rotation rate about the earth at tcoll.   

On the other hand if IM(M )
2

+ IM(M )
2

=0, then (tcoll)em=1.7 1037(erg). 

In order to derive tcoll consider: The temperature at the bottom of the oceans is TB~4oC=277oK 

and the average temperature at the ocean surface TW=17oC=290oK.  The area of the oceans is 

(4 )=3 .  With 0<TW < 1 Ko and assuming TW+TW emits as a black body, 

=3 [ (TW TW)4] 3 [ (TW)]=2.1 1022 TW ( ). 

Using (tcoll)em=1.7 1037(erg), tcoll becomes, tcoll= sec= yrs. where 
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= .  A table of values of tcoll is given in TABLE 11.4C 

 
                                                   TABLE 11.4C 

 Ko tcoll yrs. 

10-2 2.6 109 

10-3 2.6 1010 

10-4 2.6 1011 
 
 

In the above, the rotational kinetic energy of the earth about the north pole IE(NP)
2

=2.6 1036erg 

was not included in the sum of ( tcoll)em .  The collision event that produced IE(NP)
2

 
is hypothesized to have occurred before and independent of the capture of earth’s 
moon by the earth. 
 
 
Tidal flow can be used to create electricity at dam sites suitably chosen along a  
coast.  Using 11.29, the energy source of the electricity is:  
H(t)R(2, 2+(t)) R(1, 1+(t)) with resultant flow of the oceanic waters and 
the origin of the force on turbine blades.       
 
It is interesting to conjecture that the differential load on the magma lithosphere 
interface, (7.2Km of lithosphere and 4Km of sea water under the sea surface vs. 
12Km of lithosphere on land), around the Pacific Rim, results in vertical faulting, a 
subsequent rise in magma and creation of the “Pacific Rim of Fire”.  
 
As regards global positioning satellites Seasat, Geosat, and ERS-1.  A basic 
assumption made in determining sea surface height is that the reference level on 
land has an amplitude variation<<variation of sea surface height.  A consequence of 
the above model is that this is not the case and the amplitude variation of the 
reference level on land has to be taken into account 
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9.  The Lunar Oceanic Tide  
 
Using 11.29, the lunar oceanic tides are hypothesized to result from  
H(t) R(2, 2+(t)) R(1, 1+(t)).  (t)=14.45 t deg., t in hours, 
i.e. the lunar caused rising and falling of the oceanic lithosphere with respect to the  
geoid.  A falling or low tide is generated as the oceanic lithosphere and attached tidal 
gauge is rising and a rising or high tide is generated as the oceanic lithosphere and 
attached tidal gauge is falling.  
The equation of continuity is derived from the conservation of mass m of a moving 

parcel of water: = = =  and +  =0 where 

=( ), = ( ), = + , = , = , =0,  (t). 
See chap 2, sec. 1 or chap 12, sec 1 

Expanding  +  =0 yields, +( )()+()( )=0  and for a scalar  by direct 

computation ( )()=( )() and +( )()+()( )= +( )()+()( )=0    

Where the material derivative of ; = +( )() has been derived using the  
conservation of mass with out using = (t).   
In general for a vector , ( )( )( )( ) and in order to derive = +( )( ), 

it is necessary to assume the physically false assumption that = (t).  See chap 12, sec 1. 
 
Consider the component of a tidal flow moving eastward toward a North-South coast with 
speed  averaged over six hours.  In six hours a parcel of water moves x1 =2.16 104 (cm) 

with  in .  Figure 11.8 diagrams a straight-line segment of the California coast at 

San Francisco at 37.78oN, Latitude and 122.42oW=237.58 oE Longitude at high 
tide.  
 
                                                  FIGURE 11.8              

                              
                                 W                                                 E 
 
 
The wavy line is the ocean bottom.  In reality at high tide, the line x1 and its extension 
to the west along the ocean bottom is elevated through an angle  (determined 
below) with <<1o and with the west end higher than the east end.  Figure 11.9 
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                                                            FIGURE 11.9              

                          
The Pacific Ocean at =37.7oN is between ~=142oE and ~=237oE.  The United  
States, Atlantic Ocean Europe, Asia and Pacific Ocean are between ~=237oE and ~=142oE. 
 
               FIGURE 11.10A, t=0, R in meters                           FIGURE 11.10B, t= 3.95 
hrs         

       
                                                                                           

                    FIGURE 11.10C, t=2.69hrs                                     FIGURE 11.10D, t=8.52 hrs

 

         
In the above figures, degrees are rounded off to 3 significant figures.                                    
Using 11.28, figures 11.10A through D are plots of R evaluated at the earth’s mean  
surface for =37.7oN at the times indicated.  J stands for the coast of Japan at 140oE 
and C for the coast of California at 237oE.  The moon is in the plane going through the 
center of the earth and the meridional line at the degree and time indicated in the 
figures.  
Note that the longitudinal angle between a local maximum and an adjacent local 
minimum is in general not 90o as a result of the fact that the plane of the equator and 
the orbital plane of the moon are not one and the same.   
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The longitude of the maxima and minima are evaluated by setting  =0 and 

solving for .  Interestingly, the solutions of =0, are also the solutions of =0 

and vice versa.  At latitude =37.7oN, consider a fixed value of R and call it Ro .  

Ro is moving westward with average speed REcos= (3.96 103)cos(37.7)=820  
where RE is the radius of the earth in miles.  Using fig 11.10B and C, the average 

speed in the vertical at the California coast of R is = =2.9( ) 
For the purpose of specific visualization, the tidal gauge on the California Coast is 
placed at water’s edge at low tide.  
Using fig. 11.10C and eq. 11.28, the value of R at t=2.69hrs off the Japanese coast  
at 141oE is 14.3m and R off the California coast at 237oE is 4.2m with 2R=18.5m. 
At =37.7oN, the longitudinal distance per degree is 54.5 =88.3

 
and the 

average slope  between 141oE and 237oE is:  

= =0.193 = 10-4=2.2 10-6=tan, see fig. 11.9.   

The longitudinal distance  between 141oE and 237oE is 96(88.3)=8480km.       
 
With R(141o) R(237o)=14.5m at 2.69 hrs., why isn’t the amplitude of the tide 
( )14.5=7.25m ?  The short answer is that the water runs up the sloping beach and it 
is the pitch of the beach that determines the amplitude of the tide at ~2m.   
Consider the parcel of water that moves toward California between 141oE and 237oE 
as if it were held in place by a dam at =237oE.  The parcel has dimensions length 
x=8480km, depth di and width w.  The dam is removed and the parcel flows toward 
California with final dimensions length x+x=8480+x km, depth df=2m and width w. 
After the water reaches equilibrium, x=18.5 2=16.5m.  Setting the 2 volumes equal 
to one another yields: di=2(1+ )  2m.  The pitch of the beach calculated between 

8480km and (8480+1.65 10-2 )km is, tanB= =0.12 where B=6.9o   
 
                                                          FIGURE 11.11 

  
                                                pitch of the beach not shown 
 
In reality, the dam at =237oE does not exist and instead R(,t) is slowly rising 
from =237oE to =141oE on the time interval 3.95 t 2.69 hrs. 
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10.  Mount St. Helen’s Events 
 
On May 18, 1980, Mount St. Helens in Washington State irrupted created a percussive 
wave and a following pyroclastic flow.  The percussive wave knocked down all standing 
timber northwest of the volcano and in line of sight of the summit for a distance of 
~15miles from the volcano.  The pyroclastic flow flowed down the volcano in a 
northwesterly direction killing 57 people, destroying 47 miles of bridges, 15 miles of 
railway, and 185 miles of highway.    
We investigate the possibility that the material that caused the percussive wave that 
knocked down the timber was vaporized magma coming from depths greater than 
12km. See 11.19, 11.20 and the paragraph following 11.19.   
The liquid magma at 12km will not melt the lithosphere at 12km as it is in quasi-
thermal equilibrium with the lithosphere at 12km.  In order for magma in liquid or 
vapor form to come to the surface, a physical crack must develop at the magma 
lithosphere interface.  The crack at the interface is hypothesized to be due to crustal 
deformation due to earth tides.  See sec. 8.  Due to the release of pressure in the 
crack on the magma due to the lithosphere, the liquid magma is forced up into the 
crack, softens the solid lithosphere and pushes it in the vertical increasing the 
vertical extant of the crack.  This process continues until there is a crack extending 
from 12km below the summit of Mt. St. Helens to the summit of Mt. St. Helens some 
2.9km above sea level at which point the contents of the crack explodes into the 
open.   
Our model for the process begins with the material from 24km to 12km pushed into 

the crack with overpressure Po=gh=2.2(9.8 102)(12 105)=2.6 109 .  Before 

the advent of the crack and using 11.19 with T(0)=270oK, the average temperature 
of the lithosphere from 12km to 0km is =460oK and the average temperature of 
the magma from 24km to 12km is =820oK.  After the advent of the crack, the 
average temperature in the 12km long crack is =820oK.    
Assuming the material pushed into the crack is vaporized magma, the average  

pressure C  in the crack is C=  .  Using =2.2 , =820oK, and m=1.0 10-22gm 

(SiO2), C becomes C=2.5 109 .   
The energy of the vapor in the crack is given by, CVC where VC is the volume of the 

crack and VC= h and with h=12km, CVC=9.4 1015 . 
As a rough approximation, consider P1V1= CVC  where V1= (4) ( ) is the volume 
of the percussive wave at =15mi=24km from ground zero and   is the thickness 
of the shock.  The  is due to reflection from the ground and from the mountain 
which restricts the percussive wave into one octant.  Substituting the relevant 
quantities into P1V1= CVC yields: P1 =1.0 103 .   

Assuming a 200  wind will knock down 100% of the standing timber, what was the 
pressure P1 at 24km from ground zero?   
Although a strong wind did not knock down the timber, a percussive wave did, we will  
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use the 200 =5.6 103   figure to calculate the pressure P1 of the percussive wave 

at 24km from ground zero.  Using P= V2 and with =1.2 10-3 , P becomes:  

P1=1.9 104 =1.9 10-2Atms., at 24km from ground zero.  Substituting for P1 in 

P1 =1.0 103
 yields:  =5.3 10-2  and rC=4.3( ) . 

The speed of the percussive wave is the speed of sound in air, VS=3.3 104 .   

Assuming the percussive wave has a 10 second duration,   becomes  =3.3 105cm 
and rC becomes rC=25m.  The energy of the vapor in the crack, which we take to be  

the energy released as a percussive wave is, CVC=9.4 1015 =5.8 1022erg=1.4 106 Tons TNT. 

The energy in the percussive wave is P1V1=1.9 104( )(4) ( )=5.8 1022erg= 

1.4 106 Tons TNT.  This is a rough approximation as we have not taken into account 
the work done by the percussive wave in knocking down timber which decreases P1 
and P1V1 below the calculated values.  
 
In order that water or air take part in the creation of the percussive wave, the air or 
water must come into contact with magma in a chamber with an entrance hole small 
enough so that pressure can build up in the chamber.   
Considering the material in VC to be water with molecular mass m=3.1 10-23gm, 

C=2.5 109 , =820oK and using the ideal gas law: =mPC( )=0.67 oK.   
    
Considering the material in VC to be air with average molecular mass m=4.9 10-23gm, 

C=2.5 109 , =820oK and using the ideal gas law: =mPC( )=1.1 oK.   
 
 
11.  Earth Quakes and Mountain Uplift  
         
Consider an idealized conical mountain with base radius Ro , height ho , volume 

Vo=  ho , density 2.7  and mass Mo=(  ho)= 0.9 ho.  See fig. 11.12.   
To create a fault or to fracture competent granite experimentally requires an over 

pressure  of 1010 =104Atms.  An earthquake, (whose cause will be discussed 
below), in the vertical acting on the base, uplifts the mountain with external pressure 

.  The pressure (y,t) at the base of the Mountain y=0 is: (0,t) where: 
 
11.31     (0,t) =0, t<0 

               (0,t)=10n , 0<t< tf, n to be determined below .   

               (0,t)=0, t >tf 
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                                                               FIGURE 11.12 

                            
 
 
During mountain uplift, the position of an atom hU  undergoes a net change of 

position i.e. hU =y +(y ,t), (y ,0)=0, and (y ,t)>0 for 0<t<tf  and (y ,t f)=0.  
The pressure at the base of a column of stationary rock of height h near the earth’s 

surface with density 2.7  is, =gh=2.6 103h .  The pressure necessary to  
accelerate a column of rock in the vertical with acceleration a is: = +ha=(g+a)h=(1+ )gh 
and: 
 

11.32    =(g+a)h=(1+ )gh =2.6 103(1+ )h  
 

To lift a column of rock of height h therefore requires a pressure >2.6 103h .   
Consider the mountain of fig. 11.12 with height ho and pressure to fracture granite  

where =2.6 103hfr .  For specificity consider =1.0 1010  and solving for hfr: 
hfr=37km.   
 Given the dimensions of the mountain and , the time tf , see 11.31, determines 
the distance d that the mountain is uplifted.      
 
What is the physical cause of ?  Given a vertical fissure, horizontal fissure network 
extending from 12km below sea level to the base of the mountain, magma is injected 
into the fissure and spreads out along sedimentary planes at the mountain base in 
the case of a sedimentary mountain base, or fractures competent granite at the 
mountain base in the case of a granite mountain base.  It is a consequence of our 
model for the earth (Chap. 11, sec. 7) that the magma is the physical cause of .  
 
Imagine a closed shutter at the bottom of the fissure network discussed above.  If a 
sample of 600oK magma is placed on the shutter, it will not rise.  However, if 
molecules boil off the magma, they will rise but as a consequence of the quasi 
equilibrium hypothesis, (Eqns. 11.17, 11.19), the rising molecules will always be in 
temperature equilibrium with the surrounding rock and will not exert pressure  
sufficient to lift rock and create mountains.       
Consider now a fissure system as it opens at the magma-rock inter face due to earth 
tide caused flexing, fig. 11.13.  The pressure at the bottom of the fissure system at 

12km is, P(12km)=gh=2.2 103 h=2.6 109 .  The magma at that depth is pushed 
to the top of the crack by the 12km thick rock overburden.  The sudden release of 
pressure at the magma-rock interface as the fissure opens causes the magma at depth 
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to vaporize.  The rising magma-vaporized magma mixture forced to the surface by the 
rock overburden and the possible creation of shock waves (See sec. 12), are the origin 
of pressure  on the rock at the top of the fissure.  is the pressure that creates 

mountains.  The figure =2.6 109  is suggestive.  The possibility exists that the 
vaporized magma is released at the surface as a pyroclastic flow.   
Using 11.22 and figure 11.14, the acceleration  of mass m at R within the earth is: 
 

11.33           = 9.8 102 ,  0 R  RE=6.4 108cm 

                     =sincos +sinsin +cos  
                                           Figure 11.13- Idealized Fissure System   
 

                                      
                       The arrows at 12km indicate a pressure of =2.6 109  

             The smaller arrows in the fissure indicate a pressure of   2.6 109  
                                                      FIGURE 11.14- EARTH 

                                                    
 
The average density of the earth is =5.5 and the average density of the surface is 
m=2.2 and with density maximum M at R=0:  (m+M).  Solve for M yielding, 

M=8.8 and approximating (R): (R) 6.6( )+8.8   

With dP= adR [ 6.6( )+8.8] (9.8 102) dR, solve for P(R) with P(RE)=0:   
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11.34       P(R)= 6.3 1011[38.5+5.5( )1.2 44( )0.2]  

                 P(0)=2.4 1013  
 

Note that with R=RE h=RE(1 ): P(R)=6.3 1011[38.5+5.5(1 )1.2 44(1 )0.2]  

and with h<<RE: P(R) 6.3 1011[ 5.5(1.2)  +44(0.2) ]=2.16 109h =mgh, QED. 

Return now to uplift of the conical mountain fig. 11.12 for the case >2.6 103ho .   
See Eq. 11.32.  i.e.  is large enough to lift the entire conical mountain of height ho. 
An earthquake in the vertical acting on the base, uplifts the mountain with external  
pressure .  The pressure (y,t) at the base of the mountain y=0, is (0,t), 0<t< tf . 
Rewriting 11.31: 
 
11.35     (0,t) =0, t<0 

               (0,t)=2.6 109 , 0<t< tf,  

               (0,t)=0, t >tf 
 
Under the influence of (0,t), calculate the change in elevation EL, the speed in the 
vertical v(t) and acceleration a(t) of the mountain neglecting fracturing and assuming 
all parts of the mountain move simultaneously. 
With I [( ) (0,t)  Mog]t Mov>0 and Mo=(  ho) and v=v and t=t, 
solve for v, a and EL.   
 

11.36     a=(  g), 0<t< tf  

               v=(  g) t , 0  t  tf ,  (  g)>0 

              EL= (  g) t2, 0  t  tf 
 
At t=0, v=0, and EL=0.   

At t=tf , v=(  g) tf , EL= (  g) .  

For tf <t < ( g) tf , a= g , v= tf  gt,  EL= (  g) +[ tf g (t+tf)] (t  tf) 

For t> ( g) tf , a= g, v=0, EL= (  g) .  
 

Evaluate 11.36 for =2.6 109 , ho=4 105cm=4km and =2.7  
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11.37     a=6.1 103 , 0<t< tf   

               v=(6.1 103) t  , 0  t  tf ,   

              EL=(3.05 103) t2 cm, 0  t  tf , 
 
Assuming  lasts for 0.25sec: 
For tf =0.25 sec., v(0.25)=1.5 103

  , EL=190cm=1.9m 

For 0.25<t<3.4 sec, a= g , v=(1.8 103
 9.8 102t) ,  EL=190+1.8 103(t .25)  4.9 102(t2 .252)   

For t>2.6 sec, a= g, v=0, and EL=190cm=1.9m.    
 

With ro=11km=1.1 106cm, ho=4km=4 105cm and =2.7 , the mass of the 

mountain Mo is: Mo=(  ho)=1.4 1018gm.  The energy to lift Mo through EL is, 

Mog EL= 2.0 1023erg=4.8 106Tons TNT.   

Although the hypothesized uplift, {i.e. hU =y +(y ,t), (y ,0)=0, and (y ,t)>0 for  

0<t<tf  and (y ,t f)=0, for some function }, only lasts for 0.25 sec., the vibrational motion,  

{i.e. hV =y +(y ,t), (y ,0)=0,  and (y ,t)=0}, may go on for minutes.   
 
Consider now the above uplift viewed from an atomic perspective. 
From 4.14, the adiabatic speed of sound  in solids in the absence of an external 
pressure  is:  
  

11.38   = =   

               
where  is the average pressure that two bonded atoms exert on one another.   
The adiabatic speed of sound in solids with external pressure  is:   
 

11.39    ex= =
 

 
where <Ro and ex> .  n=3 for the transition metals, and 1.3 for granite.   
11.38 is eq. 4.14 rewritten for a quartz solid SiO2 made of the repeating unit of 1 Si 
atom bonded to 4 O atoms and each O atom bonded to 2 Si atoms.   is the Urms 
speed in the absence of external pressure . 
 ro = (rSi +2 )= (1.1 +2(1.03)) 10-8=1.05 10-8cm and m  = (mSi +2mO)=3.4 10-23gm. 
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With =2.7= = =2.75(1  1.43 108
o) , and solving 

for o yields: o=1.4 10-10cm.  

Evaluate Po in 11.38 where Po=  using T=275oK , =1.05 10-8cm and 

o=1.26 10-10cm.  This yields Po=6.9 1011 .  

Using 11.38 evaluate the speed CL of a pressure pulse using CP=1.9K, T=275oK, 

n=1.3, Po=6.9 1011
  and =2.7 .  This yields, CL=6.6( ).   

 
As a result of the pressure pulse 11.35 at y=0; By direct collision contact of the 
atoms of the mountain with one another, the uplifting pulse is conveyed from y=0 to 
y=4km with speed CL=6.6( ) and takes 0.61 sec to travel the 4km.   
We ignore for the moment, the possibility of the formation of a shock wave (See sec. 
12 below) and we ignore the possible deformation of the mountain caused by the 
movement of oxygen atoms into gaps in the SiO2 molecule.   
  
 
12.        The Creation of Shock Waves in Solids, Liquids and Gases 
 
Let 

 
equal the average pressure exerted by two atoms of a material medium on one 

another in the absence of an external pressure in the case of a solid and with a 
constant external pressure in the case of liquids and gases.  Using 11.38 the speed 
of sound in solids, liquids and gasses is:   
 

11.40    = =  For Solids and Liquids  

               = =  For Gasses 

 
A shock wave is generated in the material medium when a leading externally applied 
pressure pulse  on the medium is large enough so that the atoms in the material 
are pushed together sufficiently decreasing  in the direction of motion so that a 
series of trailing pressure pulses enter the material medium with decreased  and 
thus have a speed larger than the leading pressure pulse.  
The speed of sound in the presence of an external pressure  is: 
 

11.41    ex= =  For Solids and Liquids 

 

             ex= =  For Gasses 
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At z=0, a train of percussive pulses is created traveling in the  direction with period . 
Let (t)n  represent the position of the nth pulse, n=1,2,3,… where 0 (t)n  (t)1, 

with (n 1)   t  tn and ((n 1) )n= 0 and (tn)n=(tn)1 where tn is the time  

at which the nth pulse overtakes the first pulse, tn defined for n>1.  For tn<t, (t)n=(t)1.   
The trailing pulses advance on the lead pulse, overtake the lead pulse and add their 
pressure to the pressure of the lead pulse resulting after N pulses in the final partial 

pressure P(T)F= P(t)n , tN  T and  (n 1)   t< tn where P1 is the initial partial 

pressure pulse.  Pn is the nth partial pressure where Pn=PT   ; PT is the total or 
absolute pressure,  is as defined above and where Pn and PT are evaluated at the  
same point and time t, (n 1)   t< tn.  In the following the word partial will be 
dropped where it is understood.   
With a background pressure of 1 atms. at sea level, a supersonic aircraft or an 
atmospheric nuclear explosion will create an atmospheric shock wave traveling at the 
speed of sound. 
We consider the special case Pn=P1 with period  for all pulses. 

Using 11.40 the speed of the 1st pulse is 1 =  and = . 

Using 11.41 the speed of the nth pulse is n=(1+(n-1) ) 1 .  

The speed of the 2nd pulse 2 is, 2=(1+ ) 1 ,   t <t2 where t2 satisfies: 

2 (t2 )= 1 t2 and solving for t2 yields, t2=(1+ ) [(1+ ) 1] 1  
 
The speed of the 3rd pulse consists of 2 parts, 2, 2   t <t23

, and 3, t23
 t< t3 

where t23 satisfies t23
2 =t2  and t3 satisfies 3 (t3  t23

)= 1 (t3  t2) and  

2 (t23
2 )+ 3 (t3  t23

)= 1 t3 

Solving for t23 and t3 and compiling results yields the speed of the 3rd pulse: 

2=(1+ ) 1 valid in the time interval 2   t < t23  and  

3=(1+2 ) 1 valid in the time interval t23
 t< t3 where:  

 
11.42    t2= 2( 2 1)-1  

              t3=[2 3 2  ( 3+ 2) 1][( 3 1) ( 2 1)]-1   T  

              t23
=[( 3 1) T 2 2]( 3 2)-1  
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t2 is the time at which the second pulse overtakes the first pulse and t23
 is the time at which  

 
                                                   FIGURE 11.15 

                           
the third pulse overtakes the point at which the second pulse overtook the first pulse and t3 
is the time at which the third pulse overtakes the first+second pulse.  See fig. 11.15  
It is assumed that t23

<< the time for the compressed value of  on the interval  

0 z  1 t2 to change appreciably by diffusing away from the stated interval and it is  
assumed that t3  t2<< the time interval for the compressed value of  on the 
interval 1 t2 z  1 t3 to change appreciably by diffusing away from the stated 
interval. 

Computed values of  t2, t23
, t3  as a function of  are given in table 11.6. 

 
                                                     TABLE 11.6 

 
t2 t23

 t3 

.01 201  202  303  

.1 21.5  22.5  33  
1 3.4  4.4  5.8  

 
 
The above algebraic schema can be extended to solve for the speed of the nth pulse 
which consists of the n-1 parts given below in 11.43 and the time tn at which the nth 
pulse overtakes the first pulse forming a shock wave with pressure PS=nPo.   
 
11.43      1=the speed of sound in the material medium 

                 2=(1+ ) 1 valid in the time interval (n-1)   t < t2n  and 

                 3=(1+2 ) 1 valid in the time interval t2n
 t< t3n and 

                 4=(1+3 ) 1 valid in the time interval t3n
 t< t4n and 

 . 
                  . 
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                  . 

                 n=(1+(n 1) ) 1 valid in the time interval tn-1n
 t< tn where tn is the time       

                 at which the nth pulse overtakes the first pulse resulting in shock pressure     

                 PS=nPo.  Given that j=(1+(j 1) ) 1 , j=1,2…n; 11.40 is a solvable system of n-1   

                 linear equations in the n-1 unknowns, tin 
, i=2,3,…n where tnn

 tn 
 
 
13.  Creation of Large Mass Atoms from Small Mass Atoms near the Earth’s Surface 
 
Is it possible for small mass atoms to be compressed into a large mass atom by a 
strong shock?  E.g. 197SiO2  60Au ? 
At t=0, magma is forced up into the idealized fissure (Fig. 11.13) by the mass of the 
overburden.  The resultant vibration as the magma-vaporized magma is forced into 
the fissure creates a train of percussive pulses each with pressure =P1 and period  

 , traveling in the  direction through the uprising magma-vaporized magma column. 
Using granite as a guide, the average background pressure that two bonded atoms 

exert on one another in magma is:  =
 

 10
11

=105atms. 

Assuming that pressure PNo , where PNo =NoP1 , is sufficient to complete the reaction 

197SiO2 60Au, the fissure must produce No pulses that satisfy 11.43 and 
rewritten here. 
 
11.44      1=the speed of sound in the material medium 

                 2=(1+ ) 1 valid in the time interval (n-1)   t < t2n  and 

                 3=(1+2 ) 1 valid in the time interval t2n
 t< t3n and 

                 4=(1+3 ) 1 valid in the time interval t3n
 t< t4n and 

 . 
                  . 
                  . 

                 No=(1+(No 1) ) 1 valid in the time interval t(No-1)No
 t< tNo where tNo is    

                 the time at which the No
th pulse overtakes the first pulse resulting in shock     

                 pressure PNo =NoP1.  Given that j=(1+(j-1) ) 1 , j=1,2…No; 11.44 is a  

                 solvable system of No 1 linear equations in the No 1 unknowns ( 1 is known),  
                 tiNo 

, i=2,3,…No where tNoNo
=tNo 
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Applying 11.44 to an actual uplifting event near the earth’s surface, remains to be 
done. 
 
 

Appendix 11A    =  with 0< <+ and using appendix 10A,
 

0 for -3<p-2.5    
 
 
 


